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From the Association

11,\S heen said a.)on, Ali tiny' .tact.
()pinions (in canses and on hov the prohlem should be handled are
riv((1fd f,elv in ne\vspapers and ilidr4:,Clitlus, filidi104S (if
111)VCIVr, SITIO 10 SithS1311liah' the it1(1(.4111ClitS Of scholars in the field,
that delinquency is a problem ()I (Treat conylex6.: Much useful and
relinhle ininrination is ',wail :11)1e, but no over-all stui,tions Ni14111,

.U11(111'411 tt...a(211(.1-S Mil (Apt'Cioti t() c\pi`l'IS m the field, it is

a. "(mg-ally recoglived fact tlio,.t vhat schools do eau :mike a dillerence
in (he preetition and control of (-1nyineno 1 hp, Amid \,,ts
parid to help pr(vide a reliahle and Irwin] Nooree cif intonn:nion
hcll) school ',shin(' tIR'ir rOIC its i`+IV t pOSSII)le fo Ihr
prO1r1(111 j. dell11(111r1WV,

kSq.1(.'ititi()T1 1!-; uritiC[111 10 MI111111'11 Nii)(iIV ,111(1

If) her en-IA-M.:NA for their careful and p,tilist,ll liit work in locatin,],,
and interpreting research studies and lor reporting, their

findin(gs in Jurcnile Detiliqueti: Thenrii and (,'ontinent,
This 1)(mb:et Nvill he to school perNolaiel \vim are continually
seeking better solutions to the problem of preventinc.:, and alleviating,
nivonilc deliminenev.

The Association is s1,1Sir indebted to nteinhers iif S'indv Group :17 on
Juvenile 1)elnRiiienv of the Tenth Conference (-4 .\SCD low their
contributions to the origin Rild 1)1'01'411%111011 ni soiiie of the malcriaL

Alexantler, -professor of education, George peAnniv
concgo for Tcachers Nashvili, Toinwsscv, served Its reader for the
Vxcenti\c Conitnitter. tic-Orley Tillman; executive secretary, ASCU_
read the and gave helpful editorial suggestions: liohert
1.ec1)er, editor and associztte secretary _1S( edited the 111:11
script and \as in charge of its Ful-dication, Ruth P: Elv, editorial
isNistarit.; ASO), guided technical r)roduction of the booklet and
seenrecl pernlissions to (pot

FltA:1:111. rreSident,
Septe,el ' 1 9,5S For the T,Tiorttfirr Commit/



Introduction

TIIIS BOOKLET on juvenile delinquency does not it
tempt a full review of the literature. Over the past ten years much

has been written on tl r'; topic that is flamboyant in seeking popularity,
while sonic of the writ is firm in its scientific sincerity, Realization
is growing that delinquency is not only an intricate problem in itself,
but that research in this area is also innitiphastc and difficult,

Presented here, therefore, is an indication of the popular approach,
a discussion of difficulties in enumerating offenders, Mformation which
will be useful in distimmishino normal and healthy rowdiness and

t7i

buoyancy from behavior pathology, a rtsilin(.` of the best theories thus
far adv4nced in the field, and a quick view of the schools approach to
the problem, The design has been to assist with an understanding and
appreciation of the L ial-psychological problems of deviant behavior.

Special appreciation is expressed to Harry Estill Moore, professor,
Department of Sociology, and to Robert L. Sutherland, director, The
I Iogg Foundation for Mental Health, both of The University of Texas,
for their help on content validity, in constructive and careful criticism
of presentation, and in editing the manuscript, Since the materials used
are brood in their behavioral and social science import, the counsel of
these two persons was indispensable in preparation of the final docu-
ment,

As will be apparent in the footnotes, a group of persons made sub-
st-ntial contributions to the origin and preparation of this discussion.
This was Stud Discussion Group 47 on Juvenile Delinquency at the
Tenth Conference of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development, NEA. Letters from some of the participants in this group
are quoted as well as materials later sent for consideration and use, To
all who participated in the study-discussion group and to those whose
letters and materials were used, an expression of gratitude is made,

Since this writing project has been under way some three years,
Robert R. Leeper, editor of publications for the Association for Super -

vi



and CurriLlilinn Development, deser-ves a heartfelt 'thank vtiu
for patienee zuld eneonrai4unient, Throuh ,.trranu,-ement with the A
elation, llov Eagles. now of London, I'mgland, \vas wade fut.

hiblim4raphiciti vork and sh()111(1 he remembered for liis eirlv interest
and help. \Vithont Mary lieth lltiliiics Lairt:s, this clocument could not
have been completed in its present Iona, She, ttn ip,tve valuable
assistance with documentatiim Slit has prepared the final mannserii)t
and has taken care of numerous details involved in this

If Nvliat has been Nvritten proves ht-lphil even to ci tew parents,
teachers or school administrators, then the effort \vill he worth while.

july./958



CHAPTER 1

Juvenile Delinquency
A Much Publicized Problem

HEADLINES in both large and small newspapers
over radio and telcv Hon, and in all types of -magazines shout about
"juvenile delinquency." These references are frequent, often condemna-
tory and inflammatory, as they picture the misbehavior of today's
children and youth in communities throughout the United States, as
indeed in other nations of the world.

Perhaps no social problem in the current scene draws as much
attention as juvenile delinquency andas is true of so many other such
intricate problemsno over-all solution is in sight. Delinquency among
youth is a part of the dynamic process of social change even as are
crime, divorce, alcoholism, race riots, and other attempts at adjustment
through maladjustment.

World War I and World War II both noted an upswing in overt
misbehavior among the young. Attempts were made to inhibit its
development during these cataclysmic years through the schools,
through youth centers and other community efforts, and by parents as
well as law enforcement officers.

Delinquency in wartime is one thing, but a continuing rise in
youth crime and delinquent behavior among children in peacetime is
quite another. The present period of nationwide concern rose to its
peak with the intensive work of the United States Senate's Judiciary
Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency, which began its
activities in 1953 under the chairmanship of Senator Estes Kefauver,
Since then there has been little cessation of publicity on the problem,
and it has risen to a crescendo with the recent New York City public
school uproar and with the sex crimes and beatings, to say nothing
of murders of the young by the young throughout the nation.

That juvenile delinquency is a cause for concern is true. That such



0 j
.consistent tild often f11111 e,;)ressticf in the press and

fl1;l:l71u i I:willful; i, I i 1 , 1.11 ikson, 'Hoed
psychiatrist and theorist in the fields of liehavior and sdwial-,Inotion,if
development., finds xvithin it real (longer,

1)r. 1.-,rikson commented cloritor it ret.e!tt eutitert.oc-c (1n
and delin(plenCV:

-LI'IIiS that iS !Vritt(,Il :.t11o111 10k'
petwIri!.; mic hf 1110 ItIOSt it.411(q't:'-; I/I thy

. I think juveniles itre espeet.illv .,.tvare of dial s.,qtsittye to \vita.' is
beinif said Akan them. Tht x. coma:Hick- foot, for, ;old develop
Ilections ot themselves 211 others. Therefore, when ow publishes soniethino-
about- this ,;tilijeet, one !11!1S( lememf,,- th:it ji....-entles. v III Nat! IL ()11,.
not xvritc about them xvithout writim, for the,fi. And ii me.. ivports
but Atilt ill..vciiavrinilit 51.11..untrliclictio11, (}lit ropry!--;c!it mini!
Nvoriti a4; toitillstwortilv. So, it! a way. one justifies juvelliie delimillettex

Cletalciten. executive director,. and I lerhert V.
chief counsel. for the 1;cl:tux-el- Sohcommittee distilled volumes of
tustitnoto,- into rea(litl)le latilrliagc.' and size for public eenistinytion Ill
their series of five articles in the Sul Vrt.iting Po,s1
January 1955. For those vylio xvork with children and Youth, no better
(locumentation of the -problem in popular form can he found, These
men vrote in their fir .si: article:

, , We r1-1,sNt.'11):SNULI the United States repe,,ttedlv since November of
195:3 to study Coll(litionN: that 1-1:1Ve CatISC(1 antazing- increase of 45 per
cent in law infractions 1)v. youngsters in the last five yea's. \Vt' have
been aided 1)v countless state and local olricials N.vorrieti by an nripreee-
dented total or 1,000.000 kids \vim came into conflict with authority last
veal. \\re have been aided liv many experts in the field who predict that
Ow total v.-ill mount to inure tliam 2.000.000 u on mliv by I mio mdcss drastic

-rile conclusion of this study as reported hv these Ti ICH IS that
juvenile delinquency is everybody's business and specially that of
teachers, parents and community personnel.

Agreement of the findings of this Subcommittee A.Ith the research
of sociologists, criminologists, psychologists and psychiatrists is close.
Both findings and re:iearch affirm that the problem is complex and

' L. Witmer and Bath Kotizokv, Nun) Pei-Apvcilues for Research
on Juv('nal' Delinqueney. (hildren's Ifurcan Publication No, 356. Washington,
I). C.: U. S, 1)eparttnent of 1 Itdth. Edneati.m. and Welfart% p. 2=3,

Jii. hard civildvnea and Iicrburt W Deascr. -The SIMMQ of Anlerie:C.
Saturday Evening Post. lannury 8, 1953. p. 17. See also issues for January 15,
2 ., 29 : and Febroary 5. 1955,
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contradictory. Slums breed delinquency, Yet millions of sturdy
itiin be±-rau tluir liv es iii lino \k 11% (}1

nejeCtiOn and ()[ Children hV parentS IIIIe
CnIltriblited ti) the list tiffeliSCS, kit Others
the Or theNe eNpericnces are not delinquents= Children and
youth from -rich" homes as \yell as -poor," frout the "rio-ht" iiciOtbor-
hoods and NN-eil as the "'wrong.- haye gutten into trouble, \VIIv nii'
youngsters I (1iI1t i11 delin(inent hellaVi(n", and OtlICIaN di) Hilt. IS the
"Stield0r- yieSt1011. NVith()Ilt thk CMItradiCtiI)II;
ICSCarell NN'0111(1

Iii interVieW ill Ncresfurck. September 17 1954. biellard ( :len=
dollen of the V.efaner Subcommittee listed divorce. poverty. crime=
comics. shims, strong drink as contributing forces in the rise in
&briquette.. rates. ()It the cluative side. he !invested the strvtiu,tliefMH4'
of family life; better institiltions for offenders,. self-regulation of the
MUNN Media NVIIICh 1Vaell Children and iut1i. MOW (L11411 parental
control, and a fundamental love of childic-a by parents. as steps in the
right direction.

Interviews yitli jiidges and lay enforcement officers, on conditions
of youth crime in New York. (..:hicaw). Philadelphia; Minneapolis and
Mil\vaiikee, took up 10 hill pages of Nctustrcr.k. January 14, 1955,

Coneusains ( IC 1( 1)1()(1i1C t (1 listiit. itliS( 011(1 C'ilITS

of youth criiiie" Sonie of the causes outlined Nyere these: general dis=
regard for constituted aiithoritv: weak discipline in homes and schools;
leniency in jilVenile ti ii prOh'ittion resulting in -too many repeaters";
few good inNtitutious for juvenile offenders: shortage Of trained proha-.
tion personnel; -comic" books too vicious for children; and policemen
imtrahled in handling youthful offenders,

As steps in the right direction. these officials offered: increase in
pa-rental respect for the law and teaching tit stieh respect to their
childrcre, firmer control of children and Youth by their pareiik; less
-(20(i(liing Of votinL, hoodltims; more severe trcatment for -repeaters";
reformatories vInch \yin reform; control of con tic books: ;old well-
trained policemen to work Nx.itli youngsters oil neighborhood beats, No
one vill giinsav the validity of these procedures for iinproN. einunt ul
youth behavior, but iroy they inay be accompliqlted is something else
again.

A recent article attempts to simplify the yliole matter by suggesting
"Nine Words That Can Stop Juvenile Delinquency," these, words being

Neic. ierek, January 14, 1955. rt. 67.
a Reader's Digest, March 1958. p, 106,



4 JUVENTLF DELTNQUENCY

"Pnt Father back at the head of the family.- This is in complete con-
trast to the report on the research of Fritz lied] described by Charles
B. Sell) and Alan L. Ottcri in an article in Harper's, January 1955, on
"The Case of the Furious Children.-

Still another popular presentation of the problem has been Nvritter,
in a comprehensive series of articles under the title, "The Shook-Up
Generation:* lw Harrison E. Salisbnrv, Pulitzer Prize winner, in The
Nete-York Times, from March 23 through 30, 1938. This informal survey
will be quoted at some length in that the delinquency situation as it
lias shown itself in problems of behavior in the New York public schools
has been widely publicized throughout the ilation and the world. Salis-
bury atteiripts to write -a perceptive report on the juvenile gangs of
New Yorkwhy they are formed, how they exist in a world they help
to make, what might hi' done about them, vliai the city is

Salisbury points out that the influence of gangs rims far wider than
the gangs themselves and permeates the thinking and feelings of all
Youth. I Ic remarks that gangs are "pitiful, tragic, dant4ermis- and that
youth caught within them seek a way out which is hard, if not almost
impossible, to achieve.

Gangs, Salisbury states, as others have stated before him, are
products of social deterioration and art' found in their very worst form
in shun areas and areas of over-all social deprivation. He lists "dc!fense
and comradeship" as basic motivation for gang membership. Nforeover,
ethnic and racial problems alone are not at the root of gangs in New
York. A general disintegration of social orq'anization exists in large
underprivileged areas where many ethnic and racial groups are inter-
mixed.

Lack of basic security in families, in IlMWhlfuli in community
life, Salisbury points up as fundamental to the trouble in the schools,
The gang offers a dubious substitute for security which does not CNist
in the present and for which there is no pilmiiNt' in the future. For most
gang members, he writes " . just to get throngh today and this week
or this month is enough. Their perspective doesn't go any further,-

Turbulence among youth may be traced to families living below
the subsistence level in crowded quarters and with little immediate
promise of better situations, Moreover, Salisbury holds that there has
been a real loss to New Y(wk, and to auto city, by the movement out of
its environs to suburbia of young and energetic persons in power

(71)Nrivs 14 Sri!) and Alin I t he FI)rinn9 Chitdrrn,-
trrppr's Magazftw, _January 1c)58,p 56-61
" Mtrris(iii E. Salisimry Ilepriut from The Note York Tiinrc. Niarch 23=30, 1958.

p. 5. See uomplut e report: Il.irriii E. Salkhury, The Shook=t7p Generation,
Nev' York: Harp-7r and Brother, 1958.



A MUCH PUBLICIZED PROBLEM

positions capable of new and creative approaches to community
problems.

Schools. S...iisbury insists, arc in most instances the only haven of
security and refuge for the thousands of Youngsters buffeted 1w poverty,
family inadequacy, lack of infoimal and formal neighborhood organi-
zation, migration from One culture to another, and with no other
positive -)utlet for their interests and energies. Many youth, if they are
unfortunate enough to live in impoverished neighborhoods lacking
resources for youth activities which are available to middle class areas,
find their only stimulation and real opportunity for free association in
groups at the school,

"Tools and techniques" for working out the problem of delinquency
in New Yorkand in any other communityare available, While
Salisbury indicates the cost would not be too high, others are of the
opinion that the coordination and utilization of even available resources
would be expensive in money but not overly costly in terms of value
received. He stresses that problems of delincpwncy can be met onlY by
unified effort, creative imagination, and above everything else, personal
responsibility and concern on the part of powerful citizens in all groups
within the city.

If it is any solace to the United States with its problems among
youth, Salibury writes that the Soviet Union, with which he is familiar,
faces the same, if not an even more severe, socially destructive situation
Other nations as well, he indicates, arc in the throes of bringing into
social usefulness a large number of potentially productive youngsters
now delinquent in their activities.

Salisbury offers a warning to New York City readers which is
applicable to persons throughout the nation: The number of juvenile
delinquents is not overly large. As Salisbliry describes the situation:

An enormous percentage of the 906,000 youngsters in the New York
public schools are ordinary children, untouched by gang psychology. They
are interested in their studies, enjoy an occasional skylark, but are a credit
in their parents and the community. This goes for children of all races,
colors and erecds.7
And it should be emphasized that this goes for children and youth in
the United States as a whole, as later data will indicate.

Thus, popular writings run the gamut from the scare headlines,
destructive in themselves on many fronts, to careful reports of tentative
research in the behavior of the socially and psychologically maladjusted,
such as the article concerning rtedl's work and the journalistic survey
of Harrison E. Salisbury,

"Ibid., p. 8.



CHAPTER 2

Youthful Delinquents
How Many? Do We Know

HOW \\7113ESPBEAD is delingnenev in the United
States? A direct answer to this question is not 111)(1 cannot he known
at present. This Hank arc of information arises from almost com-
plete lack of uniformit y. in dc Hnitions of delinquent acts h different
communities and even hv different personalities involved in law cn--
forcement within the same community.

The difficulties in obtaining accurate information oil how many
youth and children participate in delinquent behavior are summarized
hy Bloch and Flynn:

Lack of imihamity in reporting and no compulsory registrzition uf
N'0111111-111 ofivnders:

2. Differences in the wav courts classify zind Ii iuidl danquents;
3. Variations in how yotingsters yith problems are referred to COM=

nlimit V agencies for handling;
4. Variations in the methods of reporting the reception or vbildren iii

institutions; and
5. Differences in the iyay police handle and refer children for misbe-

hayior.I

As has also liven noted, families of middle and tipper clwis children
serve as buffers between their children and their inclusion aninrig the
delinquent population of the nation.

In a study on the measurement of the extent of juvenile delin-
quency, D. \V. Wilson points out that there are two types of crime in
which youth indulge: offenses known to police, and offenses less likely
to he or become known to poliee such as drunkenness, arson, fraud,
and sex ofrenses figures available which are accurate are

Herbert A. Bloch zinc.1 Frank '1_-% Flynn. Dolingtiency: The juronge
in America Twiny. New 1-nrk: liandum !Muse, 1956. p.

\V, \Viisn. r Tow to Mpasure the Extent of juvenile Dvli innev:-
journal of Criminal Law and criminology, 42:435=38; 1951-52:

6



YOV1IIFUL DELEVQUENTSHOW MANN'? DO WE KNOW?

those reported on arrests, and this is a statement of arrests and not of
offenses.

Not only dO the above problems enter into determining ti actual
presence or absence of delinquency, bin there is also wide discrepancy
in definition of the terms "juvenile,- -misbehavior," and "delinquency
from state statute to state statute. Sometimes these range from descrip-
tions of adult misdemeanors and felonies: through such highly subjec-
tive terminology as "incorrigibility" or "ungovernable behavior."

There are, nevertheless, indicators of delinquency and relative
rise and fall. Schwartz makes an interesting comparison. He describes
the similarity of trends between the Federal Bureau of Investigation's
statistics of youth crime, obtained since 193() from local and state
police and published in its Uniform Crime Reports, and those of the
Children s Bureau with its collected reports from juvenile courts since
1926,4 While neither of these reports is complete for the nation nor
accurate in terms of uniformity of definition, together they do point
up a trend. As charted, these two sets of figures showed a peak in 19-15
and a decided downswing in 1948. Since then there has been a steady
upward trend.

In the most recent figures on youth crime released by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation and published throughout the nation in the
newspapers of April 23, 1958,5 Director j. Edgar Hoover noted an
upsurge in youth crime with an increase of some 55 percent since 1952
among persons under 18. However, Hoover makes a sharp distinction
between juvenile crime, as reported in the statistics from his Burean,
and juvenile delinquency. If. as Schwartz points out, juvenile delin-
quency rates as gathered by the Children's Bureau, and those of juve-
nile crime brought together 1w the FBI, do run a parallel course, it
seems safe to suggest that delinquency as well as crime among youth
has had 4.1 sharp upswing in the past six years. How sharp the upswing

ihne than in crimeshas been in delinquency is muel !larder to deter'
committed and arrests made.

Two conclusions are apparent. First, from every available evi-
dence, statistical and nonstatistical, the problem of delinquent behavior
is both intense and real. Second, whatever statistics are quoted to back
a conservative or a radical or a middle-of-the-road position on the ex-
tent of delinquency must be quoted as indices and not as facts,

a Edward E. Schwartz. "Counting Delft-muck-a Children." Children. November-

December 1954, p, 227-31_
p; 229=30,

Associated Press release .0 published in the iitis 'it (Texas) State.man. April
23, 1958. IL 1 and 3.



CHAPTER 3

BehaviorNormal, Emotionally
Disturbed, or Delinquent?

WITH THE IMPACT of publiel it is little wonder
that parents, teachers and other ads lts become perplexed concerning
behavior of youngsters. Some findings from recent studies will he pre-
sented which make an attempt to distinguish between normal, healthy
personalities, those suffering from emotional disturbances or character
disorders, and those who are definitely delinquent. Teachers and
school adniinistratcirs will recognize helpful concepts in all of these
findings. These concepts will be useful in recognizing behavior at
school which may be handled as normal problems of normal young.
stern; behavior which demands immediate therapy and treatment by
clinicians; and behavior which is of such nature and origin that legal
and social work agencies should he quickly involved in handling it. As
has been pointed out succinctly by Bertram M. Beck,' too often teachers
and school administrators have been expected to do something about
everything! Some behavior, he notes, lies entirely outside the province
and the competence of teachers.

The teacher's fundamental interest always lies in the educational
achievement of children taught in groups. Children are sent to school
to learn. If this is to he accomplished, social pressures demand that
children conform to expected classroom behavior so that all may learn
and _share. Herein is the great difference ;1 the relationship of the
teacher to youngsters in the classroom where group controls of be-
havior have to operate efficiently, and the relationship of the child to
the clinician in an office situation where "acting out" is permitted
and expected as a part of treatment. More and more it is being recog-
nized that achieving understanding of children's behavior is not a
one-way street. Teachers have much to offer clinicians from their

Bertram M. Beck. "The- School and Delinquency Co-ntrol.' Annals
Academy of Political and Social Science, November 1055. p. 60.

8
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I AN-JOBNORMAL, DiSi1TiHEU. DELIN VENT?

group experiences, even as clinicians have important knowledge which
is useful to the teacher from his therapist-patient relationship

Healthy Defiance
Paul W. Tappan, criminologist, has called attention to the danger

of equating normal_ active behavior with prophecy of danger, as a
sign of impending delinquency: lie also stresses the confusion which
exists between delinquent behavior and the behavior of the emotion-
ally disturbed. He comments that authoritarian methods with the
disturbed child wilo is not delinquent may well produce what it is
desired to avoid,

In a Chicago Hound Table Di on the prevention of delin-
quency and maladjustment of youth on May 3, 1953, a group of ex-
perts from several fields of study reminded the audience that the nor-
mal, healthy_ aggressiveness of youth must not be confused with dcAiii-
quency, Moreover, they called attention to the often overlooked fact
that youth can and do change. Occasional slips in behavior which may
he classified as delinquent in no way indicate youth will become con-
firmed delinquents,4

Misbehavior on occasion by children and youth should he as ex-,
pected as it is among adults! In his study of pre-college and college
youth, Austin Porterfield found that among 437 students, all admitted
delinquent behavior in one way or another on one or more occasions.
These young people included both men and women.5

Howard Lane states this even more imperatively in a mimeographed
paper, entitled, "The Meaning of Disorder Among Youth":

"Teen-ager" has become the journalistic equal of "hoodlum, gangster,
junior public enemy," This stereotype makvs less sense than to attribute
common characteriStics to people in their thirties, or sixties. Knowing this
in their bones numerous youth are resentfully playing roles assigned them.
The fact of increased discontent and disorder among our near-adult popn=
lation is elearll established. Thus far America's response to it is one of

George NV. Stouffer, Jr. "Behavior Problems of children as Viewed by
Teachers and Mental Hygienists A Study of Present Attitudes as Compared with
Those Reported by E. K. Wickman.- Mental Hygiene, April 1952. p, 285.

a Paul W. Tappan. "Sociological Motivations of Delingeency." American Journal
of Psychiatry, March 19.2. p, 680=84.

Paul Bowman, Frank Flynn, Tohn Ela,vighiarst, Robert j. Moorman and, C.
Fabrioln, The Prevention of D,linquencv and Emotional Maladjustment of
Youth," University of Chicago Round Table, Number 786. Chicago, Illinois:
University of Chicago. May 3, 195a,

Austin Porterfield, Yotith in Trouble, Austin, Texas: The Leo Potishrnan
Foundation, 1946. p. 38=39.
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Tappall :th Lane that the application of epithets or predic-tions of delinquency should be avoided in (very conceivable instancein order to minimize the possibility of forc1n14 normul Youngsters intoassociation with those who arc true delinquents.7 Bertram Reekgoes even further and SiiggilStN that a form of -accidental delinquency
may occur when youth arse forced to form their self-images as (Minquent because adolts in their lives, including teachers, are too in-flexible in their definitions of normality,'

Hobert Linder, a psychologist in Baltimore before his recent death,saw dire results of forced conformity in the increasingly violent be-havior of Youth, Ile believed that society, as expressed through educa-
tion, social NV011,:, hygiene. philosophyand religion, demands that vouth conform, submit and adjust. Theamwer to these pressures for conformity, Linder stated, is not onlyrebellion but downright hostile mutinyor, as Beck indicates, acci-
dental delinquency. Linder believed he had discovered, in the mutinyagainst conformity, tlit, IVILN011 hack of misbehavior on the part of
normal youth and the explanation for the increasing brutality of youth
crime. Obvionsly this situation cannot be placed solely at the feet of
youth, but has been created 1w -the blunders, illusions, mistakes, and
misconceptions- of the adults who have fallen for the philosophy of
conformity."

A far less dramatic approach to Youth behavior is taken by Fritz
lied], chief, Laboratory for Child Research, of the National institute
for ..\Iental Health, Bed], of course, writes'as a clinician but he makes
an attempt to distinguish between healthy defiance which is a part ofthe growth process of normal yonth, defiance which IS neurotic, anddefiance which is a concomitant of delinquent behavior socially derived.

NI,Triting under the title of "(Joy Troubles with Defiant Youth," If'
licd1 remarks that defiance itself cannot be equated with delinquency
or even with elnotionid distiirbano.. in the pathological use of the term.
He points out emphatically, however, that some types of defiance are

" noward Lane \ttritrig nf Dkurtler Among Youth." Pdtwation, 76:214-17,Deo:githcr 1 911.

Tappan, op, riL, p.
"'Beek, op, cit., p.
As quoted in Time. Dvevinher Ii, 1954. v. (i=1.ril
Fritz lied!. -Our Troubles with DcHant Ymit," Children, junuarr-February,1)55. r 5-9.
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indeed Indicators of behavior which is an expression of deep seated
emotional conflicts. or behavior which is delinquent.

Of Interest to teachers, school administrators, and all others con-
cerned with youth problems is. Redl's helpful distinction between
defiance that is a normal part of growth and defiance that is patho-
logical.

"Developmental defiance,- to use his words for the normal defiance
of growth, develops because youth must not only learn to adjust and
readjust to the demands of his environment, including his associations
with all age groups, types and kinds of people, but because at the same
time, he has to maintain his own integrity as a person. Conformity to
social demands, which is essential for fitting in, is, fiedl helieves, one
phase of the development of an adequate person. But bealthv rebellion
is an equally important aspect of adequacy. This latter rebellion is
the stuff out of which integrity grows---the willingness to stand up aid
fight for what is considered "right- by the Youngster even in the lace
of pwssures from his own group or from his adult associates, who are
sometimes oil on the wrong track as surely as is the youth:"

Rebellion. Redl reminds us. is air important part of preparation for
the independence of the youth as he moves toward the dependability
of adulthood.

. Moreover, Harry Estill Moore has made the point that without the
rebel, or the one who is willing to "break the cake of custom," as
liagehot put it, there would be no creativity unleashed in new ways
of behaving, new invention and scientific discoveries, "Essentially,'
he writes, "creativity toward progress (or maturation) comes- only
when there is dissatisfaction with the customary, with the status epic,
strong enough to push toward new solutions. .

Defiance, Redl again stresses, shows itself in the opposite of the
coward, the over-conformist, the spineless character who turns into a
person with no independence of opinion or action and who may, in
fact, become the epitome of Whyte's Orgatazation Mun. \\Idle tie-
fiance and rebellion in the youth may not be comfortable for the
adults in his social field, v ktirt Lewin has described it, these same
adults must take care not to destroy, for their own immediate comfort,
the essence of integrity and creativity which may be of tremendous
service to a nation faced with a "-space age.-

). 7.
" -What Is Crpative Living in Mocicrii Aincricar Ethwational Leadership,

Ocruher 1956. p. M.

14 NVillialn if. WhVte, jr. Thr Organization Man. York: Simon and
Selnistcr; 1956.
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"Defiance as Warping"
Examination of distinctions in defiant behavior in no va) minimizes

what Redl describes as "defiance as warping." Warping may be either
social or emotional. Unwarranted behavior or apparently unprovoked
behavior is a danger signal of the rebellious or delinquent child in the
making. The rebellious child may display his problem by acting out
or by seemingly aimless wandering. in fact or in fancy, and it may be
expressed either in destructive behavior or in withdrawal. Here the
only way to attack the problem is to see that the child gets to the
person trained to uncover and determ:ne what is back of his diseased
behavior.

'The defiant ego," described by Redl, shows itself in uncontrolled
impulsiveness. Destruction is enjoyed. Fun is an immediate need and
any behavior in which the person wants to indulge becomes "fun."

. . Either they have not developed that "voice from within" that would
make them feel bad about "fun" that is unjustly had at somebody else's
expense; or they have developed very skillful tricks of putting that "voice"
out of commission should it tend to interfere. Diagnosis, however, is not
easy.

To quote Re 11 further:
Clinically speaking, then, we have to look a few inches below the sur-

face before we can know what problems in any specific "defiant act" really
are. Where behavior falls into the category of "developmental defiance,"
it presents us with an educational challenge, but we must not be fooled
into regarding it as "delinquency." "
And it might well be added that tare must be taken not to equate
delinquent behavior, destructive to the group, with normal and healthy
aggression.

Two other areas of defiance are noted by Red' and demand con-
sideration for understanding the necessary distinctions between the
normal and the problem aspects of youth behavior* "Reactive defiance,"
he states, Is not necessarily surfacing of a degenerate personality, but
may be a protest against treatment which, to quote. "shouldn't happen
to a dog*" An example of defiance of this nature is found when a youth
fights back and may even kill because of constant mistreatment and
brutality by an alcoholic or criminal father or wanton mother. In a
less dramatic form, it is observed when children are bored to the point
of satiation by an incompetent teacher and demoralization sets in.
Reactive defiance, then, demands a double-edged examination. What

"Redl. op. cit., p. 8.
Mid, p. T.
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is wrong with the child? And even more important, what is wrong
witb 4-hai rlults are doing to him? Red] explains that the "defiant ego"
in acti(a, t;c type of affliction which can be described as "de-
linquency" though-the actual behavior may not violate any law.
Early diagnos;, -arther _study and research toward effective diagnosis
and treatment ot 1iese children and youth are now Bern major 4ssign-
ment,

While Albert K. Cohen discusses the delinquent subculture of boy
gangs rather than behavior problems as such, his description is relevant
in light of the studies cited above. He describes the delinquent sub-
culture as "non-utilitarian, malicious, and negativistic." '8 Stealing by
gang members, he notes, is not in line at all with stealing by the adult
criminal. Criminals want what they steal or the money from it. The
delinquent, on the other hand, has no such motivation* Gang stealing,
as Cohen cryptically says, is stealing "for the hell of it." Paul Tappan
describes this same phenomenon as the "sport motive." Stealing is
engaged in by delinquent boys for status, and Cohen remarks that why
stealing gives status is a good question!

Malice, Cohen believes, is apparent throughout delinquent be-
havior. He holds that definite pleasure is attained from the discomfort
of othersa similar observation to Rees. Delight is taken in defiance
of taboos, and the gang delinquent takes keen pleasure in expressing
hostility toward adults and "terrorizing good children." Teachers and
their rules are not to be evaded but they are to be flouted.

Within this pattern, the elements of active spite, contempt, ridicule
and defiance are apparent. Moreover, Cohen believes that delinquency
tends to turn upside down what is considered acceptable in behavior.
The delinquent will tend to describe himself as "just plain mean_"

Cohen remarks that versatility in behavior distinguishes the de-
linquent. He will steal but also his stealing goes hand in hand with
malicious mischief, vandalism, trespassing and truancy. This is de-
scribed as a fusion of versatility in behavior with malice in intent*"

Delinquent gang members are marked for lack of long-term goals
or ideals. They have little or no interest in activities which take skill,
knowledge and planning. They want to do what they want to do right
at the moment. This finding has been borne out by a recent descrip
tive study '8 of El Paso, Texas, gangs by Father Harold J. Rahm and

" Albert K. Cohen. Delinquent Boys: The Culture of the Gang. Glencoe, Illinois:
The Free Press, 1955. p. 25,

Ibid., p. 28.29,
Father Harold J. Rahm and Robert Weber, 0 e in the Ai/L_ ustin, Texas:

The Hogg Foundation for Mental Health, The University of Texa:., 1958.
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Hobert NVeber. These youngsters arc "impatient and impettions,"
to quote the colorful writing, of Cohen again.

Delinquent behavior as described here is close to the expression Of
"defiant egos- as portrayed by Fritz Heal. Emphasis on group atitouoiiiv
rather than upon the individual delinquent must he kept in mind.
Cohen points out Gang members insist restraint at school, at home,.
through other agencies, and they fight regulation on any Iront."

No one would accept this description of the behavior of members of
the delinquent gang subculture as indicative of the behavior of all
cleliiitjueiits but it does express hi active terms, behavior which is
evident among a large segment of children and youth with severe
social and emotional problems expressed through delinquency.

Hobert L. Sutherland points out different patterns of delinquent
behavior in an unusual description in "Delinquency and Mental
Health." '=" Sutherland talks about a pair of "Toms," each with different
manifestations of problems and each expressing them in ways which
would be called delinquent.

Tom learned tr) use a switch-blade early. He could draw and snap as
quickly as anyone in the gang Not that knife fighting was' a daily occur-
rence: simply that carrying a "good knife" had become a custom of that
gang. It was handy in case of -emergency."

The second Tom is described as follows;
With Tom it was a little different. He belonged to the gang and talked

big in their pre3cnce but never could be found if real danger came.
Instead he used his knife as a bullying weapon on smaller 'plinks."

He loved to overtake a little boy or girl, snap his knife, and force the
child against a wall, using the words and techniques of a buliv but so far
stopping short of physical harm.

The actions of the first Tom may he attributed to his subculture
even as Cohen uses the term. Sutherland status that this Toni could
scarcely be described as an emotional misfit in that he is "hale, hearty,
vigorous, adjusted to his pers, to their aspirations, their folkways of
living, and their system of rewards." But he is a delinouent in that
his entire subculture is at war with the larger culture.

The second Toni, Sutherland indicates, is also a delinquent of the
emotionally unbalanced type. He picks on small children. He has a

'Cohen, op. cit., p, 31,
''llobert L. Sutherland: "Delinquency and mental maid)." Federal Probation,

March 1957: Reprint, Austin, Texas: The nogg Foundation for Mental Health,
The University of Texas, ( Page numbers refer to the reprint. )

"1bid. p. 1.
'1' Ibid., p, 1.
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latent yellow streak which keeps him from going all the way with the
gang and vet he has learned his skills from the gang. Moreover, traces
of sadism are discernible in this Torn, and his behavior shows problems
of emotional adjustment complicated by environmental factors Stither-
land writes, "According to society, Tom was a delinquent when he
followed the gang. According to the gang, he was delinquent when lw
set out on pathological conduct of his own,"

Sutherland then throws the behavior of these two Tunis against the
definition of mental health by Marie Jahoda, in paraphrase:

mental health is the condition of the personality which includes
active adjustment to meet and overcome problems, a maintenance of inner
_stability , even when faced with new conditions, and a realistic judgment
of the world in which we live anti of ourselves as a part of that world."

The first Tom, Hobert L. Sutherland indicates, is mentally ill on
the one count that his subculture is unrealistic and antisocial in relation
to the larger community. The second Torn, on the other hand, not only
fails on this count since he, too, is associated with a gang, but he also
misses out in his adjustment ''to his peer group and shows signs of
emotional confusion and instability:" 2b

Sutherland concludes that cultural delinquencythe delinquent
pattern of the first Tomcan be found on various levels of social class in
a community though it is far more prevalent among the low income
areas. Delinquency patterns of the second Tom, with their high emo-
tional content, can be found on all levels of society. Cultural de-
linquency is the province of anthropologists and sociologists. Psychia-
trists, psychoanalysts, psychologists and psychiatric social workers have
developed the "tools" and "concepts" for the study of the "emotional
delinquent." "6

Characteristics of Deviant Behavior
An excellent summary of the foregoing analyses comes from a study

by B. L. Jenkins and Sylvia Glickman under the title, "Common Syn.
(Ironies in Child Psychiatry, L Deviant Behavior Traits," from the

1) 2, From Marie Jahoda. "Toward a Social Psvehology of Mental
Health.- In Arnold INt Rose, editor, Mental Health and Mental Disorder, New
York. W. W. Norton & Compan 1955. p. 558=00. Copyright, 1955, by I. W,
Norton Company, Inc.

p. 2.
p. 2.

7 Ileprii,ted from H. L. Jenkins and Sylvia Glickman, -i..;onunon Syndromes in
Child Psychiatry, I. Deviant Behavior Traits.- The American journal of Orilla.
psychiatry; 16:248-49, 1948.
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American Journal of Orthopsychiatry. These two scholars based a
research study of clinical cases on two previous studies which had
attempted to make a classification of behavior in deviant children and
youth =`' They note that classical psychiatry did tend toward too rigid
classification of personality problems, but they argue that a flexible
classification is useful and does not necessarily make for rigidity.
Rather, flexible classification proves an aid in early discovery of need,
and for teachers it furnishes a guidepost for referral. It is interesting to
see how closely the descriptions of behavior by these two scholars
parallel those of Redl, Cohen and Sutherland.

The Jenkins and Hewitt study had organized its findings around
three types of behavior in children: the over-inhibited, the unsocialized,
and the socialized delinquent or the pseudo-socialized.

In tables of behavior characteristics of these three groups of
children, based on the Jenkins and Hewitt study and tested by inter=
correlations with over 100 behavior traits from the Luton Ackerson
book, and as demonstrated in their own clinical patients, Jenkins and
Glickman present the following descriptive designations: "

The Over-Inhibited
Boys

Sensitiveness over specific fact
Inferiority feelings
Depressed or discouraged at-

titudes
Worry over specific fact
Mental conflict
Unhappy manner
Psychoneurotic trends
Sensitiveness
Seclusiveness
Daydreaming

Girls
Inferiority feelings
Depressed or discouraged at-

titudes
Sensitiveness
Sensitiveness over specific fact
Daydreaming
Crying spells
Seclusiveness.

Needless to point out, not one over-inhibited child displays all
of these behavior patterns. However, this listing does offer evidence
for teachers and others that special concern should be manifested by
them when there is an obvious constellation of such behavior in a

-A' The previous studies were R. L. Jenkins and Lester Hewitt, "Types of
Personality Structure Encountered in Child Guidance Clinics," The American
Journal of Orthopsychiatry., January 1944; and Luton Ackerson, Child Behavior
Problems, Volume II, Behavior Research Fund Monograph, Chicago, Illinois:
The University of Chicago Press, 1942,

jenlins and Glickman, op, cit. p. 248.
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given child. This same precaution holds, of course, for the designa-
tion of possible patterns of action which follow for the unsocial zed and
the pseudo-socialized child.

The Unsocialized
Boys

Disturbing influence in school
Violence
Fighting
Quarrelsomeness
Destructiveness
Incorrigibility
Boastfulness
Teasing other children
Exclusion from school
Unpopularity

Boastfulness
Violence
Bossiness
Temper tantrums

Violence
Fighting
Incorrigibility
Temper tantrums
Defiant attitude
Disobedience
Disturbing influence in school
Rudeness
Quarrelsomeness
Exclusion from school
Lying
Unpopularity
Leading others into had conduct
Destructiveness
Queerness.

Girl-Variant Group
Unpopularity
Egocentricity
Selfishness
Changeable moods
"Spoiled child."

It is interesting to observe how many qualities the unsocialized
child and the second "Torn" of the Sutherland discussion have in com-
mon. Moreover, Cohen would describe the unsocialized child wlio
becomes delinquent as a child or youth with psychogenic origin of
behavior problems. Neither of these men took into account the young
girl in their discussion of the above qualities, possibly because overt
delinquency among girls usually is defined in the category of sex
delinquency and is low in number as compared with all delinquency
among boys.

Finally the "socialized delinquent" of Jenkins and Glickman, the
first "Torn" of Sutherland, and the delinquent from the subculture of
Cohen have much in common:

1° ibid.) p. 249.
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The Soc ialized Delim tit or Pseudo-socialized
hays Girls'

Stealing Staving out late at flight
Truancy from he Truancy from Borne
Truancy from salt- )l Truancy from school
Police arrest Police arrest
Staying out late at night I,vitig
Associating with bad Sex lrliiicltic'in

companions Stealing
-Bunning around with a gang,- Overintcrest in the cal posit sex
Smoking and loitering incorrigibility
Lying .A.ssociating with had
incorrigibility companions
Leading others into bad Loitering.

conduct

That delinquent behavior is not simple is an obvious conclusion
from the research and theoretical studies discussed herein_ Delinquency
tilaV arise from different sources within the environment Or within
the person, Nor can delinquency or pr/ _tAinqueney be scientifically
diagnosed as yet, though numerous predicti,,a studies arc being
attempted. Difficulties beset early categorization because such be-
havior is not readily distinguishable from the occasional surface
behavior of el lildren and youth who will never become delinquent and
because it is extremely difficult to isolate and measure all the factors
involved in the development of the delinquent.

Some Beginnings of Theories of Prediction
This discussion would not be adequate without taking note of the

study by Sheldon and l',_.:leanor Glueek which has been published under
the title, Unracciing Juvenile Delinquency."2

hi a review of this book, Sheldon Clued stressed the need for what
he calls "an exact scientific approach to research in delinquency.-
He and his wife attempted to put this belief into action in gathering
comparative data for their study between matched groups of delin-
quents in an institution and nondelinquents outside an institution.
Moreover, they indicate, their study emphasizes the plurality of causes

Ibid p. 250=51,
" Reprinted by permission of the publishers and The Commonwealth Finid from

Sheklon and Eleanor Chieek. thmiveling Juvenik Delingtteney. Cainbriclge,
Massaehusetts: Harvard University Press, 1950.

Sheldon Clunk, liar-card Educational Boat_ 23 : 1732 ; 1952.
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()14 delinqiiencv. but, intir( intl. ()Ours it 1'i lr ru-cdict Ion
1)(iSsibic ineidenCe iihnut 1)(q`crilk acclirilCV. law vrite.

IIR signals of persistent deiiiiquencv Hash their %Yarning before
pubeitv,- and_ therefore, eariv testing: of children t(1 determine de-
linquencx proneness is indicated as a part ot the testing program ()I
public schonis.

Perhaps no recent statement has caused more contri .ersv than
the Ghtecks. -ennsal formulation- or law. They indicate the mass
of delinquents can be distinguished from nondelinquents hv the
following characteristics:

I. Physiealiy, ill helot! ('N.SVIlthIllV ri)(',1111()ITilliC III (()IIStiFIIthfrIl Mdi(111.-
Closely knit. muscular pp.-Sic:al it ii

Temperamentally, in being restless, energetic:, impulsive, extroverted,
aggressive, destructive. often sadistic:

:3. In if-Halide. by displaying hostility. defiance. resentfulness. suspieions-
nes. sliibborinicss socially as:-:ci-tivc, tiocoilyclitional, 11011=
i11)111issive to authority

4. Psychololeallv. 111 havwg teliCineies to direct and enucrete action
and thought rather than use of the sviiiluiIic It ss methodical in approach
II) problems

5. Soeio-culturally. HI lhiviritl hucii wlicre thew iN
1111(10rStati(liiilZ. allccti(w, stability loor:11 lihre and by parents usually
unlit as 'glides and protectors, or acc.olAhntl. psvelimmalvtie theory, not
of the quality of personality to he e.itI)-i(leals for their children.",

Ghtecks indicate that vhile in lintistial cases any one of the ahove
characteristics max" produce delinquency, their lav or theory is based
on the conviction that there has to lw an interaction between all of
these forces to develop a delinquent.

Yount4sters raiscd in envueaunents "little controlled and culturally
inconsistent:" the Gluecks state. give (pick expression to their -un-
tamed impulses" and Ilse to excess their -Iininhihitcd energy- to set
a pattern early in their lives vt.hich is delinquent and which vjlI. iii
all prol)ability, become more or less purnimicnt Environments eon-
(ItiCiVO to such developmental forces arc usually tiw underprivileged
511101 communities in larger eities

In a careful analysis of the Clueeks' research. Sol Rubin °tiers
vkilat appears to him to 1)c two glarinu, errors in their method of

Gluk aika Chicc,k. op. cit., p. 2S14-12.
p. 281=82.

"Sol Rabirh "Unraveling Juvenile Delinquency, I. Illusions in a Researchproiect latched Aniertrall of SOCioliWy. SeptclIther 19:11.
1) 108-109. Published lw University of Chicago Press.
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arriving at results. C;citiiparitig grtlttlis of delinquent 1 s in an in
stitution with groin) of boys outside the institution who are non--
delinquent is. accordiny tci Rubin.. comparing the incomparable. lie
states that such comparison has long been regarded as inconsistent and
relatively impossible. What is really under study in these two situations
is a group of institutionalized oflendurs. who provide information
abont youth who :ire institutionalized and at second group of non=
offenders. non-institutionilized. \vlio. in turn. frive data on themselves,

Moreover. liubin points out. the Cduccks did not into : unt
broader social causation than tln family. As lie states it:

The shims are ebarnetcrized not only 1w stningly criminoiienie ulenients
hnt also by forces strono,-l soriHirtinu hell.:tvior. The Litter art' p()Si-
tiVe: C01111111111ik` attriblItCS :111(1 familv, group. and individual resources.
which opcuttc tci protcct somt, R IVO! ItIN 1 let ter tIi.i i Others. Cha nee, tOeh
plays a rail iii the seieciain voungst, toted to be delinquent: the
separation into delimpients and law-delinquents is 'lot always a basic separa-
tion, not the sharp differentiation which the categories imply. A change in
administrative policy may mean a eltanic in the delinquency rate, In a
slum delinquent behavior tor sonic. inav Frei-111(10v he not nimatural, liiit
rather a natural choice; it is to t the only claiive; and lawful behavior is
likewise not the only choice. .

In a seem I. article of the critique of the Glueeks' study, Albert
lieiss. Jr., points out the limited perspective of the study in whtic be
calls tla -sociological factors.- lie is particularly concerned with
Cluecks. statement from a cursory statistical presenLition that "birds
of a feather flock togetl,,-- in delinquent gangs. As lie notes. the
Glnecks neglect the possilil..,v that delinquent associates with other
youngsters serve as easy and accessible ego-ideals. Moreover, the
delinquent gang exercises real control over its members, Overlooked
are -certzlin SySternatie aspects of delinquency- which can be imd are
learned with delinquents as the teachers of non-delinquent youth.

Unacceptable to sociologists, Reiss stresses. is the belief that de-
linquency is inevitable because of a person's physical and psycho-logic
equipment. or the "con gen ialit v- of his biologic tendencies to an
antisocial culture. Fixity of character by the time a child is six is not
accepted by sociologistsand, it may be added, many psychologists
and psychiatrists as well. Experiences throughout the life -history of a
person must be taken into account as they may lead toward or away
from delinquency.

p. 108.
'Albert T. Reiss. Jr: Unraveling ju nile Delinquency. IL An Appraisal of the

Research Mvthadn.- American Journal of Sociology, September 1951. F. 117. Pub-
lished by University of Chicago Press.
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To a sociologist. Reiss says, inure important considerations include
answers to such questions as -What is the role of the social groupin developing ch,linquency-oriented charactez- structure?- -Given a
dclinqueiley-oriented character structure. vhi- are the environmental
conditions which dispose him toward against delimnienev?vhat ways can the milieu restrocture the 'delinquency-oriented eh:tr-actors?"

Finding answers to these problems, Reiss ennellides, would point
out the roles of families, of churches, of schoolsall primary groups;and it would take into account secondary institutions in the wider
community as well, with these haying an important share in the strue=
Wring of personality of the chill and in enforcing behavior withina set of accepted standards. After all, Reiss stresses. behavior iii line
with broad over-all values, goals and standards in the larifer socialgroup is the index of "success."

Research on the validation of the Glued* Prediction Seale was
undertaken by the New York City ontli Board. Dliffin, the
board's deputy executive director, revealed at the 52nd annual conven-
tion of the l3ovs' Clubs of America that the 'board be!ran all investiga-
tion in 1952 and that this was based on five Factors of family relation-
ship. These fa, 'ors included: discipline of the boy by the father;
supervision ol ,oe boy by the fin it. ler; aft-outwit of the father for the
boy; affection of the, mother for the boy; and coliesiN.,eness of the family.
Validity of the formula was tested on :303 Negro and Puerto Ricanboys." Results of this study were published by the New York City
Youth Board in July 1957 as "An Experiment in the Validation of the
Check Prediction Seale,"

Sol Rubin, in the critical article discussed above, offers an eclectic
approach to the problem of prevention of delinquency that is appro-
priate here, Ile refers to the findings of the St. Paul experiment in
child welfare and its basic philosophy as indicative of a comprehensive
approach to a complex problem

p. 117.
" "Detection Test Told." The Austin (Tex;A) American: May 8, 1958, p. 10.In addition three other publications of the _New York City Youth Board are:Teenage Gangs. 1957; Reaching Teen-Agers Through Group Work and Recreation

Programs. 1954; rmd Reaching the Group: An Analysis of Group Work Afethods
Used with Teen-Arers. Monograph #4, 1956.

5-vbil A. Stone, -Visa Crist.-ndvek ;Ind II;trold 13: Hanson. Children in theCommunity : The St. Paul Experiment in Child Welfare, Children's Bureau
Publication No 317, Washington, D.C.: US, Department of He-alth, Education,and Welfare, 1940- See a similar approach in H. Anbrey Elliott with Bert K.Smith, Palarw of support Austin, Texas: The Hogg roundution for Mentid Health,The University of Texas, 1956.
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The St. nrol study worked from the basic prt.mlisc that each child
must he treated as a -wliole child.- and that his problems need to be
seen as a wilt even it they are numerous and varied. .7\ loreover, it was
found that minor problems of children may Le easily and early dis-
COVered, and if community services for children an, offeetivek co-
ordinated so that these youngsters get the help they need, serious
consequences are avoided.

For prevention of serious behavior problems, the St, l'aul study
emphasized that not only do social work agencies need to coordinate
their services, but that all other agencies in a community, such as the
schools, health services. recreational and law enforcement agencies
should he closely related for maximum preventive endeavor. Rubin
points ow: that the acceptance of this basic premiseof seeing the
child and his problems as a whole and utilizing all available resources,
either directly or indirectly, for his needs- is of primary importance for
any community which is seriorisly interested in delinquency prevention.

Rubin emicludes:
The foregoing arc attributes of a rational crime-prevention program.

which considers the whole child; \\Inch takes his behavior as sharing in and
reflecting his own, his family's, his commimity's life; which recognizes that
he may develop critical ditfienIties at any time af or before school en-
trance or any time thereafter, His conduct is determined not only by his
own attitudes and character and those: of his family and companions, but,
not least, by the attitudes and character of the community and its agencies.

William C. Kvaracens remarks that in recent years there has been
a growing attempt to develop tools and techniques for prediction of
delinquency, but that, so far, these are useful only to research persons
interested in further development of them.'" Among those worth fur-
ther study, he includes the Glueck Prediction Tables, the Minnesota
Multiphasie Personality Inventory, the Porteus Maze Test, the \\rash-
burne Social Adjustment Inventory, the Stogdill Behavior Cards, the
KD Proneness Scale and Check List, and the Personal Index Test.

Kvaraceus summarizes the difficulties of all such attempts at
predicting future delinquency by stating that there is no clear-cut
dichotomy between delinquent and nondelinqnent. Behavior occurs
on a continuum, he indicates, and delinquent behavior also follows
this pattern displaying varying degrees of serior-sness and of habitua-
tion, Moreover, he reiterates, as do all scholars ii the field, that only

Rubin, op. cit., p. 113-14.
" William C. Kvaraceus. -Prediction Studies of Delinquent Beli:AVior.- The

Personnel and Guidance Journal, November 1955. p. 147-49.
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i. very small and selected group of off enders arc a1p1V11011ded and are,
therefore, countable as delinquent. These represent a highly s'lected
group, and yhen those in institutions are chosen for study this is
indeed a -hardy breed- of delinquent and quite different from others
Who are occasional deviants:"

\\-(ffild-he predictor,-; in the field of juvenile delinquency are
yarned 1w Kvaraceus that they »eed to define carefully the peculiar
characteristic's of the delinquent population which thaw propose to
study and to state these characteristics with precision. Samples for
study have to be drawn with greater care, as was also stressed by
Rubin. Most important, research workers in prediction have the fill-
perative to restrict use of their data and interpretation of it to the
type of delinquent who made up their sampie.15

These comments Iron) Kvaracens, diii Ticks, a' al others indi-
cate that social and behavioral scientists, as well as clinicilins, are far
from being able to predict who will become delinquent and who will
not. More important than data from current prediction studies is the
acquisition of an effective working knowledge of the dynamics of
human behavior and of how to apply this to the problems which arise
in the behavior of youth.46

P . 147.
4. !bid- p. 148.
"See aho: Report tn the CongreAv 1)11 I lit-crlilin 1)clinfittcriry. \Vashington,D. C.. U. S. Department of liealth, Education, and \Vcifarf.: Children's flurcati

and Nation id Institute ( i f I t-itith. 196M



CHAPTER 4

DelinquencyMultiple Theories
of Multiple Causes

DELINQUENCY is now recognized as the end prod-
uct of a variety of situations, attitudes motives, role definitions, self-,
images and personality characteristics. Theories of the causes of &lin-
iviencv are therefore equally complex.

lioberi K. Nfertim, a soeiokyrist whose uvvn thesis will be dis-
cussed, has (srystallizcd this complexity lw describim-2, the concept
-delinquency- as a -blanket- vhich obscures rather than clarifies the
behavior thus labeled. -juvenile delinquents,- he points out, tend to
'become a "type.- This forces behavioral scientistspsychiatrists,
sociologists. anthropologists and psychologiststoward an attempt at
a single, all-eneornpassing theory of juvenile delinquency.

The basic problem for theories of delinquency, Merton states, is
an explanation of various types of deviant belktvior in a variety of
situations. Therefore, he believes, there is valid reason for the develop-
ment of theories of delinquency rather than striving for a theory which
wouid of necessity, block out diversity through an attempt toward
uniformity.'

Theory in relation to social problems, mathematical formulation,
or any scientific research has major services to perform. The more
important in this immediate instance is that theory offers opportunity to
learn more about basic- factors in a problem and to gain insight as to
its many facets, implications, and variety of possibilities which need
investigation for its solution.

From a research point of view, theory makes possible an ordered
framework or orientation from which to proceed in gathering empirical
data or facts and against which to test these data. Also, when a theory

Robert K. Mertom New Perspectives- for Research on Juvenile Delinquency,
Helen L. Witmer and Ruth Notinskv, editors. Children's Bureau Publication, No
556. Washington, D.C. : United States Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, 1956. p. 27-28.
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is developed and stated, other scholars have an opportunity to examine
it carefully. analyze it tu,ziinst their oWn kAit)Wledge arid backgrounds,
and are either stimulated toward new and otherwise unexplored ways
of thinking about a problem or are critical to the advantage of clarify-
ing their own thinking.='

This discussion will proceed from the psychozimilytic, or highly in-
dividualized. theory of delinquency to the broad cultural zmd social
approach which has incorporated within it the; psychological, psy-
choanalytic, and sociological conceptions concerning the imperative
problem.

A Psychoanalytic Theory of Delinquency
Freudian psychoanalytic theory has invaded many problem areas

of human behavior and the area of delinquency is no exception. This
theory holds that children are horn into the world with instinctual or
inborn antisocial drives. These drives must he brought under control
by the integration of socially accepted behavior patterns and value
structures into the ego and superego. To achieve these ends, the per-
son is in conflict with his instinctive nature and the social and emo-
tional demands of his culture. To become social, the person must learn
to "control" his asoelal" drives and desires.

E. R. Eissler, a psychoanalyst with a religious overtone of his own,
and an extreme adherence to classical psychoanalytic theory, equates
this struggle within man with the struggle between Good and Evil
which began when Adam and Eve ate from the Tree of Knowledge.
`-n-!e first crime, as Eissler calls it, forced man to serve simultaneously
his body, or his instinctual drives, his external world or its standards
of behavior, and his conscience or his internalized values and ideals,
To quote:

riven bv an inexplicable urge to create ethical and moral values, an
urge of equal intensity drives man to destroy and falsify these same values.
However lofty his goals and ardent his strivings, the full record of each
man's life is disf-i.frurc-1 with the strain of acts and desires irreconcilable with
his convictions of what is good and just.a
From this frame of reference, it follows that Eissler and others with
similar orientation assign the generic term delinquency" to all
thoughts, actions, desires and strivings which deviate from moral and

2 See the section -What Ts TheorvF- in Calvin S. Hall and Gardner Lindzey,
Theories of Personality. New York: John Wiley and Sons. Inc., 1957. p. 10-15.

6E. R. Eissk r, editor. Scare/dig/as on Delinquency; New York International
Universities Press, Inc., 1955, p. 3,
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ethical principles." His all encompassing definition, lte4 points out, is in
disagreement with other psychiatric, schools which believe that delin-
quency may conic from ronmental stresses and pressures, and
that delinquent acts vary with tradition time in history, and local
custom s.

As is indicated, Eissler oft( rs as his primary definition of delin-
quency that which "infrimres upon values- either in thoughts, feelings
or behavior, and this. at One time or another in a life span: yraild
seem to include lmost everyone except an angel on earth. The be-
havior of a criminal or delinquent, according to him, is purely reac-
tion to instinctual desires without restraint of conscience. Ileum-ire and
the ilrive I or immediate satisfaction are the only motivations for such
behavior:

Eissler continues: since the delinyient is asocial, and has no feel-
ing of attachment for anyone ---no value structure for control of his
behavior the first step in his socialization, or in the development of
a functioning ego and superego, is the establishment of a . tight,
fool-proof attachment between psychoanalyst and the delinquent in
the shortest possible time. 6 'clic therapist, then, !mist become the
delinquent's idetil if in to stind a chance of getting a hold on the
deviant. The 4.1nalyst zissumcs the role of protector of the delimpient
against himself and takeS the place of an unfiiiling helper and friend:?
Eissler notes that the effective delinqilent has a -keen, alert- mind and
becomes a -shrewd amateur psychologist, an expert of the surface of
the human mind, and an excellent manipulator of people. . ." 8 This
obser.'ation will later be corroborLtted in observations by Fritz. lied]
and David Wiriernan in their theory of the delinquent ego.

Delinquency, as other devizint hchliVior, according to the psy-
choanalyst, grows out of frusta ttions suffered as a growing child,
Delinquency is a form of withdrawal from norrnal behavior and values
of a society, and is an adaptive mechanism in the face of extreme
frustration even as there is withdrawal from reality in psychoses,
However, Eissler warns that delinquencies arc distinctive in them-
selves and are a unique set of diserders.0 Eissler concludes his dis-
cussion of delinquency by saying:

To a certain extent it can be rightly claimed that the delinquent is a

F. 4.
' Ibid., p. 7.

p. 17.
p. 19.

/bid., p. 18.
lbid,, p. 24 =2h
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distorted model of loirmal belia-ior since tlit_ pleasure principle is main=
tallied to a clerTrec plezisiwr to the delinquent A.eitlanit entlatercrine the
patient's siirx-i-al freedom if he is senart enc)ivrit to select as Ins hunt=
ill g ground one antnn,f, those in Whit 11 society permits thc true gro\eth of-
condoned defilaptencv.,-

A Theory of Identity Diffusion
and Psychosocial Moratorium

Erik II, Erikson, representing another psychoanalytic school less
classically Fretidian, has described -Amman growth from the point 01
view of the conflicts, inner and Miter, W1iiC11 the lie:titlIV perSittlalitV
WeatherS, emerging and re-emerging with an increasod sense of
unity, with an increase of good jtidgment. and an increase in the
capacity to do well, according to the standards of those who are
significant to him. : .."

Erikson includes in these growth stages the acquisition of basic
trust of others (Hit of the dependent relationship of infancy and early
childhood to mother or mother substitutes. Autonomy or independence
is the stage of discovery of self as a separate being rather than as an
extension of the mother figure. Initiative is developed, as is industry,
if growth is healthy as contrasted to feelings of guilt and inferiority.
These are accomplishments of childhood.

\Viten adolescence is reached, crises ill growth include tla devel-
opment of ego identity as contrasted Nvith c' diffusion, a concept
which bt.%_trs ileaVilV 1t,1'9011 EriknfiO'S ti IC delillgtlerICV. ltitnii 1L\
comes into the life of the person when lie is sure twin lie is and how
he is regarded by others: In young maturity the "crisis of generativity"
is reached, which is expressed in procreation but also in creativity and
productivity on many fronts. Finally, the development of integrity is
attained in the healthy personality. Integrity assumes the acceptance
of "a sense of comradeship with men and women" of the past, of the
present, and of the future with "no fear of death, no feeling of despair
at the shortness of the life span," Erikson writes, "Ego integrity, there-
fore, implies an emotional integration which permits participation by
'followership' as well as acceptance of the responsibility of leadership:
both must be learned and practiced." 1 2 Then, he continues, children

'"Thid p. 25:
Erik H. Erikson. "Growth and Crisis of the 'Healthy Personality': Sympomurn

on the Healthy Personality; Milton J. E. Senn, editor. New York: Josiith Macy jr.Foundation, 1950, p, 91=146.
Ibid., p. 144.
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and .dults reflect the quality of the milieu sir environment in which
they grow, a statement which is a far cry from classical analytic theor
"To develop a child with a healthy personality, a parent must be a
genuine person in a genuine milieu." 1-" here he takes into aceotmt both
the persons in the environment and the environment itself active
agents in the behavior of growing children.

Along the wav in the development of some, ego identity does not
materialize. "Ego identity" to L7Tikson is achieved when there is a
coalescence within the personality of how one sees himself and haw
well this corresponds to how others see him. Or to state this same ob-
servation in a slightly different way, Erikson says, ". the individual
comes to feel most himself where he means most to othersto those
others who have come to mean most to him." 14 Marie Jahoda uses
somewhat this same concept in her definition of positive mental health
when she states a realistic judgment of the world in which one lives
plus a realistic judgment of oneself in that world is essential to mental
health." Still a simpler way to express ego identity is to say it has been
achieved "when we see ourselves as others see us."

"Ego diffusion" results when the personality does not achieve this
reality vision of himself in his relation to others. The youth in such a
state is not sure how he feels about himself, and is certainly unsure of
how he appears to others and how they feel about hire. Theoretically,
Erikson states, "the study of identity diffusion as a crisis of youth in-
cludes that of juvenile delinquency.'

Attaining and continuing ego identity, Erikson indicates, is a life-
long process. However, in its essence, this is an achievement of
adolescence. When a youth, making his last step into maturity, has no
sense of being recognized by others in the same way he sees himself;
when he feels he does not mean much to others who do mean much to
himthen "a transitory disturbance" in persoicality development arises.
'his may produce not only "a malignant episode" such as a quick series
of delinquent acts which are soon over, but it may result in basic per-
sonality defect. When the latter occurs, then comes "acute or chronic
identity diffusion."

Delinquent behavior, course, is only one manifestation of such
" ibid., p. 145.

Erik H. Erikson. New Perspectives for Research on Jai nile Delinquency.
Helen L. Witmer and Ruth Kotinsky, editors. p. 4.

" Marie_ jahodn. "Toward a Social Psychology of -Mental Health." Mental
Health and Mental Disorder. Arnold M. Rose, editor. New York: W. W. Norton
& Company, 1955. p. 566. Copyright, 1955. by W. W. Norton & Company, Inc.

" Erik H. Erikson, op: cif., p. 56.
p. 4.
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diffusion. Others include the development of neurotic or, in extreme
cases, psychotic symptoms.

Erikson points out how important it is for voniig persons= to he
recognized as individuals of worth and predictability by others of their
ago, but more influentizil is recognition by important adults. However,
he warns that in this particular day recognition of youth seems to be
oriented toward a conception of them as being of little worth, of dis-
graceful, unsocial behavior, of dilatory practices, of delinquent ten-
dencies if not of delMquent acts. He believes that too much recogni-
tion of youth as a group which arouses "displeasure and discomfort" is
now given at a critical moment in their development.

Erikson continues:
. . Then the community, or some important people in it, will more or

less explicitly suggest to the young person that he change in ways that
to him do not add up to anything "identical with himself,- The reasons
for this feeling on the young person's part, only an analysis of his un-
conscious identity fragments could reveal. To the community, however, the
desirable change is conceived of as a matter of good will and of will power,
while resistance to change is perceived as a matter of bad will and of in-
feriority, hereditary or otherwise: Thus the community underestimates, at
one time, to what extent a long, intricate history has restricted a youth's
choices of identity formation, and at another, to what extent the community
could, if it only would, still help determine a youth's destiny within these
choices,'E

Erikson offers a second important concept for the clarification of
delinquent behavior in what he calls the psychosocial moratorium.
Moratorium is used in the usual sense of a granted in the aSSurnp-
tion of an obligation. This clinician applies the ter- moratorium to the
postponement of the assumption of adult corn ifinents, obligations
and responsibilities. He points out that this is even more than a delay
in taking on the dependability of adulthood in that it is both made
possible, and sanctioned by, a permissiveness in society for unrespon-
sibility coinciding with 'a provocative playfulness on the part of
youth." 19

This social fact has been indicated by many students of youth and
their developmental problems. Postponement of marriage until com-
pletion of education and employment offers a period of relationships
between the sexes withop, Li.: ,.,,fnmitment or responsibility of mar-
riage. Extension of )n f ' gh the "teen" years offers escape
from occupational obF nmunity organization for worth-

14 ibid., p. S.
Ibid., p. 5.
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while and valuable ileomplisliments rarely takes into acctnint the
possible contribution of intelligent, energetic: and capable youth,

Variations in how youth react to this moratorinm are 1111111V;
Erikson comments that some gifted adult eccentrics never seem to take
on their share of mature accountability for .}ehavior.

Moratorium from itdult responsibility is instittttionatli ed by ceri, ill
societies find cultures, Erikson says, ;.ind most of thc! adventuresome
behavior of the adolescent period is within the sanction of the values
of the culture, However. behavior during this period of moratorium
may be outside of the acceptable, and when this occurs, delinquency
is one form of deviated;.

Erikson oilers t unique warniwr oneerniwr the tendency this
country to send youth of deviant behavior to psychiatrists for -treat-
ment' as an alternative to bringing them to acceptance and participa-
tion in behavior which has become standard and universally recog-
nized as acceptable. I fe believes -treatment itself" may be used as a
form of psychosocial moratorium which will destroy the necessity for
adolescents to pass through this growth stage toward sound ego iden-
tit-y and adult responsibility. Erikson would not, of course, advocate
that psychiatric.treatment should not be made available for youth in
trouble, but he seems to imply that -treatment" should be toward the
norms of the culture and should not be utilized for escape from the
consequences of one's behavior.-" As Edward J. Shobent Jr. has stated,
three major facets of the normal healthy personality are self-control
through postponement of immediate satisfactions for long-term goals;
self responsibility in taking the consequences for one's behavior; and
social responsibility because of the intricate relationship of the person
to his society.' Erikson states further, -At any rate, our consideration
should include not only research in juvenile delinquency as a clinical
picture, but also research in the institutions that provide specific
rroratoria at the lricc of the individual's acceptance of a certain status,
such as 'patient,

Erikson also points ant that juvenile delinquenc., itself may be an
attempt, -in its organized form, to create a pathological institution
which assures a negative kind of psvchosocial moratorium from adult
social responsibility, He adds that it is probable that delinquency as a
deviant psychosocial moratorium has existed for a long time, but atten-
tion is now being directed to it because it seems to be attracting too

p. 6.
3' Edward Joseph Shoben, jr. "Toward a Concept of the , _2ersor.dit.v.-
e American Psvenoiogist, April 1957. p. 133-89.

rik H. Erikson, op. cit., p. 6,
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InanV linff,NtCFS to it f (food n if) rhoods \Yell as from
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-had arras,"
Note is token llv l rikson that during adole- shorter or

longer periods, youtl rn tci indulge in behavit contrary to
Yhat is desired from them. Talcott Parsons develop this same thesis,
and it will he summarized later. When this occurs, Erikson holds, there
appears to be an inner anarchy which may turn in one of two dire =
tions: into a -paralysis of industry'. which shows itself in apathy, lack
of effort toward accomplishment, so-called laziness, and idillerence
ati effort; or it may emerge into "pathological initiative which is crime.-

Delinquents and psychotics of ccrtaii I types Erikson implies.
have one thing in common, this -paralysis of NVOrkillanShip:' This is
described 1)N,' (20110'W-a to what the normal youth or person means b
"completing a job,- with the feeling of haying created a value or a
product-, as distinct from 'doing it job- such as a burglary or act of
destructive vandalism. Roth the deliruent and the psycho'ie
IniStrUSt in themselves, a disbelief in the possibility that they could
ever complete anything of value." Normal voting people, as teachers
and parents so well know, enjoy a -sense of workmanship- xvhich, in
itself, Erikson says, replaces the need for the thrill of destruction.

As a comment on the current seem me, Erikson, in psychoanalytic
terms, explains a social phenomenon:

In the inaorkislung increase, then, of impulsive criminal and delinquent
acts perpetrated by young individuals and gangs, I see, primarily, perverse
forms of what in psychoanalysis xve call -turning passive into active." BY
this we mean that the human ego cannot stand inure than a certain amount
of passivity and vietimization. Normally, the play of children and the games,
pranks, and sports of young people, as well as imagination and intellectual
pursuits, provide safety valves even as they advance canahilities and oppor,
trinities that feed into identity formation. However, where capabilities are
undernourished and opportnnities questionable, the lag between childish
play and adult act becomes unbearable: destructive prank becomes the
,ehicle of initiative, which, once employed, too oftenand too late - proves
to possess defective brakes.24

A Theory of the Delinquent Ego
Fritz lied] and David \Vi:tc.nan. in their two volumes, Children

XVizo Hate and Controls from Within, utilize the clinical findings of
psychoanalysis, psychiatry and psychology with the broader social
orientation of sociology_, as they develop their theory of the delinquent

p.
Ibid., p. 16-17.
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ego." From the needs of teachers, school administrators, parents and
others charged with the responsibility of "educating" or "changing" the
youth to the socialized adult, these two volumes offer suggestions for
the so-called normal youth as well as for the emotionally disturbed
and delinquent.

Basically these men are interested in what they term "disturbances
of the ego function" and the problems of control of behavior arising
from such disturbances. From their own clinical findings, they attempt
to supplement the social-cultural data about deviant behavior.

They explain:
When we talk about the "delinquent ego" here, we have two things

in mind:
1. We use the term -delinquent- in its cultural meaning referring to

any behavior which runs counter to the dominant value system within which
the child's character formation takes place. . We mean all the attitudes
which will be developed in a child who is about to drift into a "delinquent
style of life."

2. As far as the "ego" side of the picture goes, we want to describe
the ego in those situations in which it is bent on defending impulse gratifi-
cation at any cost. In short, instead of performing its task of looking for a
synthesis between desires, reality demands and the impact of social values,
the ego is in those moments, totally on the side of impulsivity. It throws
all its weight into the task of making impulse gratification possible, against
the outside world as well as against whatever remainders of the voice of
its own conscience may be left, . .26

Explanation continues that the task of the delinquent ego to
"get away with things" in an effort to "secure guilt free and anxiety
free enjoyment of delinquent impulsivity. ." 27 This may take the
form of gang participation in a deprived community area or it may
take any other form which the particular personality finds available or
satisfying.

Many a youngster whose behavior is occasionally delinquent has
the additional problem of "duping" his own superegoor conscience
since "chunks of conscience" or the "value identified superego"
remain intact," Ilow these particular youngsters develop and defend
their "tough defense machinery" against their own consciences is
the particular interest of Iledi and Winernan. The "delinquent ego,"
then, is described as an "auxiliary concept" which implies "the ego

"Fritz Hod! and David Wineman. Children Wile Hato and Controls from
Within; Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1951 and 1952.

"Redl and Wineman, Children Who Hate, p. 143-144.
p. 144.

Ibid p. 144.
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functioning right now in a planned attempt to defend non-acceptable
impulsivity." They conclude, "We have to restrict ourselves here .

to a mere listing of the most discernible 'ego functions in the service
of impulse defense.'

Typical behavior in "the strategy of evasion" of guilt feelings
are denial to oneself of any immediate emotional gain from such
behavior; the rationalizations, "We were all in on it"; -He did it first";
"But somebody else did that same thing to me before"; "I didn't use
the proceeds in any way "; "But I made it up to him afterwards"; "He
is a no good so-and-so himself"; "They are all against me, nobody likes
me, they are always picking on rn. "; couldn't have gotten it in any
other way.- All of these are verbalizations which attempt to push aside
inner conflict between conscience and behaviorand, it might be
added, which all persons indulge in at one time or another. Redl and
Winernan point up that these devices are directed toward remaining
guilt free rather than warding of consequences for behavior.'

Delinquents, as Redl and Winernan report (and this is verified by
Albert K. Cohen in his Delinquent Boys), need support. This they ob-
tain by picking the wrong types of friends, the gangs they join and the
mob psychology to which they submit. They incorporate into their
behavior the ideals which support it, and they find these in -the slick
operator," "the bad man" and the "sharpie- whom they often see
portrayed in movies, television, and radio melodrama. The normal
youngsters see these same dramas, but instead of making them a part
of their ideals, they take out their interest by "playing like" gangsters
and bandits in sort of an escape game of "cops and robbers." Delinquent
youth use these antisocial examples to construct their own "self-
image" while normal youngsters slough them off in imaginative play."

Both delinquent and normal preadolescents and adolescents, ac-
cording to these research men, enter warfare with "change agents,"
whether these are parents, teachers or clinicians. Strategy techniques
which they utilize to escape change toward socially desirable patterns
of behavior include such devices as "casing the personnel." By this
procedure, youth arrive at an understanding of the whims, weaknesses,
assumptions and predilections of the adults who are in charge of
changing them.

Some youth, they point out, develop uncanny skills in "counter-in-
terview" when they are under question by an adult. And, parentheti-
cally, what adult has not found himself suddenly the questionee when

ibid., p. 145-56.
ibid., p. 195.
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lie thought his role was that of questioner. Moreover, when the going
gets rough and the "prick of conscience- is getting painful, youth prac-
tice and develop skills in 'handling people," in maneuvering the world
around them, in making the most of the opportimitv, in their use of
tricks which would be worthy of the most legalistic mind as it provides
an escape from an uncomfortable situation.

Still another, and perhaps the most Irequently used technique to
gain control of a situation, is provocation of anger, fury, aggression and
attack in the adult even to welcoming the use of punislunent to provide
an escape hatch from all undesired change in behavior. Gossip con-
cerning power personalities in charge of -education- or -change- is
a frequently useful maneuver. Moreover, if hatred can be developed
toward the clinicianthc teacher, the achniniArator, the parentthen
the youngster can carefully block the channels of communication and
trill thus escape the influence he desires to avoid."'

While this is a partial inventory of the longer discussion of lied!
and \Vineman, and while it is particularly applicable to -children who
hate," they write:

the ego OF any child, especially the normally growing pre-adoicsecnt
and young adolescent, will at times have jobs to perform similar to those
his more disturbed contemporaries have on a larger and more chronic scale.
Tbi- further means that the same basic ingredients of ego defense against
educational surrender and change can be observed by all teachers and
parents and thc technical issues of just how to go about meeting the ego
that defends itself against change hccomes as relevant as it is for the clinician
in a treatment home."

A Theory of Aggressive Behavior
Defiant behavior, out of control and directed toward immediate

satisfaction, is universally recognized as a concomitant of ck1inqtiencv.
Became of this, a discussion of Talcott Parsons' theory of aggressive
bchav',or is particularly pertinent though it was not written with specific
relation to juvenile delinquency.

Aggression, Parsons writes, is a disposition on the part of a person
OF a group to act in such a way as to gain certain goals or ends through
action which cArries within it an intention to injure persons or groups,"
Aggression is, of course, the emotion of anger put into action toward

tu Ibid., 174-91.
ibid., p: 195.

azi Tateott Porsons, 'Certain Primary Sourc-0_,; and Patterns of Aggression in thesocial Structure of the Western World." Psychiatry, May 11947. p. 167-81_
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the destruction of whatever is proving to be the roadblock to the desires
or the goals of the person. Parsons comments that the one most dan-
gerous factor in present power relations is aggression, whether its
relationships between individual persons or between groups as large as
nations or blocks of nations"

Parsons' theory rests on the belief that all social behavior is under-
standable in terms of motivation of persons in situations. Control of
aggressive behavior, then, does not necessarily stern from a knowledge
of causes, but also important is a knowledge of what goals or values
are striving to be attained. Moreover, it is necessary to know in what
directions such behavior is being turned and what motivations ,are
being repressed or released through such action. Delinquency, as an
example of aggressive behavior, should be approached by teachers,
parents and community leaders, then, from these points of view if
effective preventive measures are to be discovered and applied.

Immediately ruled out by Parsons as the cause of aggressive behavior
is heredity as seen in "the hereditary beast of prey" who gets that way
because he is born that way. Aggressive behavior, he states, arises
from two basic causes: insecurity in interpersonal relations, and anxiety
from feeling inadequate in performance toward standards and goals
set up for the person either by powerful others in his own life or by
society as a whole.ar'

Earliest security, Parsons reiterates, arises from the relationship be-
tween the infant or small child and his mother. When an infant senses,
and then comes to understand, that his mother and other family
members want him and love him, then his security within himself is
on its way to achievement. This is, of course, synonymous with Erik=
son's concept of basic trust.

Children who because of inconsistency in the behavior of the mother,
and later the fatheror because of an outright lack of lovebecome
unsure they are wanted and loved, may develop an overriding fear
which expresses itself in aggressive behavior out of anger, the basis
of which they may sense but which they may not always fully under=
stand.

Apropos of Parsons' statement of the imperative of love for security,
Don Peter Morris, child psychiatrist, once remarked that when children
were 1 night to him for treatment, there was good possibility for re-
covery from the emotional disturbance if the child was loved by his
parents. Also recovery was more difficult, but possible, for the child
who knew without equivocation that he was unwanted and unloved.

"llid., p,
ibid., p. 168.
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But the child whose infancy and early years had been permeated with
being accepted one day and rejected the next was indeed difficult and
sometimes impossible to bring back to emotional health.

Love, to Parsons and to many other behavioral scientists, as well
as religionists, is a major human dimension in all cultures. Frustration
from lack of love, or ambivalence about safety within its encompassing
emotional climate, is a major source of aggression."

The second important component in aggression, Parsons says, is
anxiety arising from a feeling of inability to meet demands of important
others. This anxiety may arise either when the standards or goals for a
child are set too high by parentsor teacher, or schools as a whole
or when the values, standards and goals for success in a society become
unattainable.

Feelings of inadequacy are heightened, Parsons emphasizes, when
the superior achievement of others is called to the attention of the
non-achievers in invidious comparisons. Again, Parsons stresses the
imperative of consistency and fairness of adults with children in the
family, school and community. Recd nition of the individual's achieve-
ment should be in line with his ability.

When there is a continued sense of failure, aggression may take
either one of two directions. It may be turned against those persons
who make the unachievable demands. Or, it may be directed against
successful contemporaries. Herein no doubt lies the explanation of
why delinquent youngsters so often vent their hatred by "picking on
the good kids."

instead of considering aggressive behavior as a pathological reac-
tion in children, it must be recognized, Parsons insists, as an expected
reaction to strain in human relationships" at a stage of development
where there is high vulnerability. Psychologists express this as strain
coming at a time when there is not enough ego-strength to withstand
the pressures.

In this process of incomisteney or lack of love and in continuous
failure to measure up, the child or youth puts a shell around him-
self as a shield against continuing hurt. Once hurt, a person does not
put himself in a position of being hurt again if he can help it." In the
area of achievement this "shell" may well be Erikson's "paralysis of
industry." If a child or youth has no sense of achievement, then he
avoids continuous defeat by not even trying to achieve. Here, of course,
is the clue to why many youngsters in the classroom make no effort
to perform even up to the level of their ability. Here, also, may be

ael Ibid.. p: 108-09:
bid., p: 1fi7.
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the reason why some "gifted children fall far below the expectations
of parents and teachers.

Aggressive impulses become fixed, Parsons stresses, and the result
is behavior without self-control, behavior in which there is a tendency
to over-react in situations which call for no such reaction, Since ag-
gressive action against family members is frowned upon and punished,
and since aggression turned against self is destructively uncomfortable,
there is a tendency toward displacement away from the causative
sources toward a "scapegoat." If trouble has its source at _home, the
teacher may become the "scapegoat"; if aggression stems from a de-
prived slum neighborhood, then the school as a symbol of society may
become the target for vandalistic wrath. This offers an explanation of
why, in a culture where private property holds such value, much
frustration among delinquents is displaced in destruction of this
symbol of social values.

Why delinquency is more frequent among boys than girls is

described in Parsons' theory. Both boys and girls in infancy and
early childhood are throssm with the mother, a feminine figure, as
the "significant" and controlling adult. It is she who expresses or
withholds both affection and its expression in physical care. It is she
who sets up the standards of behavior and achievement toward which
children must strive from the beginning. Moreover, she is in the role
of chief dispenser of discipline. Then school teachers, predominantly
feminine, join forces with the mother and add even further strength
to demands for conformity to "good behavior." 3"

Girls mature earlier than boys, Parsons believes, not only because
of physical factors but also because they End no difficulty in incorporat-
ing as their ego-ideals their mothers and teachers, both feminine fig-
ures. On the other hand, boys discover very early that the one thing
they cannot afford to be is a "sissy" or an effeminate male."

Boys, then, come to equate tender emotions and "goodness" with
the feminine, and they set out early to prove themselves masculine
in opposition to the femininity under which they have developed.
Basic revolt here, Parsons insists, is not against either tender emotions
or goodness but against 'feminine identification." When boys are in
the preadolescent and adolescent period', of development, they feel
impelled to exemplify physical prowess and "bad" behavior to prove
their own rrrileness.

A valid criticism of this thesis would seem to he that if it is essen-
tial for boys to rebel against the feminine, then why should the mother

'94 Mitt, /) 172.
Il id., p. 171-72.
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be sure her growing son knows he is loved? Nf_oreover, one could
argue that the less identification, the less need to rebel. Also the social
class factor needs to be taken into account in any such argument since
it is well established that the lower class male is impelled to prove his
maleness even more than tuidclk class boy. lit' also has accessible
the gang in which to plow! his maser Unity where the middle class
youth clot's not:"'

But to rot-toil to Parsons' thesis, "had behavior- implies the quality
of irresponsibility. Therefore, the male idc,a1 developed by boys pro-
testing aga inst feminine identification is physical prowess arid irre-
sponsibility. This is further complicated because mothers often sub-,
consciouslyand sometimes cot eiousladmire those "masculine at=
tributes" and give tacit approval to such behavior. This is particularly
true. Parsons points out, when the developing voting malt. has winning
ways and an attractive face and figure.

:slides in the United States, then, arc forced to make one further
transition before they finally are able to achieve "ego identity*" Sue=
cessful adult males in this society are men who use their minds skill-
fully and who depend little on their physical attributes: Moreover,
their role is one of responsibility both at home, in occupations and
in the community. 'Therefore, litres are forced to turn from their period
of aggressive irresponsibility and often unsocial behavior expressed
through physical acts of prowess or during, to the role of maturity
which demands intellectual competence and responsibility, as well as
use of responsive positive emotions in relationships. 4I

Erikson.s psychosocial moratorium coincides in part. at least, with
the "bad boy" period of Parsons and as a transitional adaptive process
between childhood and maturity. Within this theory one can see the
possible explanation of delinquency among middle class youth who
are so much under the domination of feminine figures. I-lov,,Twer, it
should be stressed that pressure for conformity with middle class
standards is highly significant in delinquency among working class
children, while in the middle class itself the pressure is often greater
on the achievement of high goals of suecess.42 Both of these pressures
on children and youth in both socioeconomic groups may well lead
to the "revolt towanf maleness- which may end in loss of self-control

4" Informal and implihlished critique by Robert L. Sutherland.
Lt Parsons, op. cit p 172.
"Parsons' article carries his analysis of aggression not only through kinship,

but to problems of status through occupational demands, through the impact of
the fundamental processes of dynanne d uitoan analvsis of the institti=
tional structures through which aggresskilu is chant-Ivied such as delinqUelwv,
crime, prejudice and intolerance.
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in behavior. Again, the revulsion against "tender emotions" not only
may be a possible explanation of "unfeeling behavior" of working class
children and gang delinquents, but of everyday noted "unfeeling be-
havior" of so-called normal middle class youth.

"Anomie" or Normiess Behavior
Values, as Parsons and others stress. are important directional

guides for behavior. Robert K. Merton, building upon the original
theory of Emile Durkheim, the French sociologist, describes the im-
pact of valuelessness upon the behavior of persons. Especially, he
applies this concept to juvenile delinquencv.."

The state of being without values or norms is given the designation
f anomie by both Durkheirn and Merton. Anomie has its Greek roots

in the word, nomos, or law or norm. Durkheim.s term in French means
without law or without norms. While his primary interest was in the
consequenrc.i of anomie, Merton discussed it from the point of view of
lack of opportunity to achieve cultural values because of "the under-
lying social organization." 14

Cultural values, to Merton, mean an organized set of norms which
is recognized and accepted by members of a designated group. On
the other hand, social structure means an organized set of social rela-
tionships in which members of designated groups are involved.

According to Merton, deviant behavior, such as delinquency,
does not necessarily arise from -impulses of individuals breaking
through social controls," but it may well come about because of
"socially induced deviationsdeviations which the culture and the
social organization conjoin to produce. . . ."

Merton points oot that members in this society are expected to
achieve success and to strive for it. All members of all classes do not
accept this value emphasis, Merton indicates, primarily because the
possibility of attainment of success is "imperfectly integrated" into
the social structure. Values (or social norms), according to this theory,
do not develop in persons unless there is some possibility of gaining
at least some of these ends. Without any access to achievement, there
is no establishment of goals toward which to work.'

Robert K Murton: Nett Perspectives tor Research an Jurenth a Delinquency,
Helen L. Witmer and Ruth '<Minsky, editors. p. 24-50.

44 For the development of the theory of anomie, see Robert K. Merton, Social
Theory and Social Structure, Glencoe, Illinois; The Free Press, 1949,

4A Merton, :Vi'w Perspectives, p. 29.
p, 29.
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Personalities operating without norms to guide behavior, Harry
Estill Moore :las indicated, make the sociological concept of anomie
and the psychological concept of pzgrhopathic personality closcly akin,
and, in turn, offer a sociological explanation for a psychological phe-
nomenon.

Because there is no value system in personalities or groups does
not mean there is no desire to obtain at least the surface symbols of
values of the predominant cultural strwture. Hence, delinquent
or criminal behavior often is directed toward the acquisition _of such
symbols of success as automobiles stolen rather than purchased, jewels
and clothes obtained through burglary or bought with the proceeds
of burglary, and position attained by being a "slick cperator- rather
than achieved by being a productive person.

Merton stresses the necessity for a distinction between the soe,olog-
ical and psychological definitions of normal behavior and the statistical
count which is considered "the norm" when in truth it is more ac-
curately the mode or behavior of the majority. Merton states, ". . the
sociologist regards those behaviors as normal that do not make far
certain kinds of instability in the social system, in precisely the same
way as the psychologist regards those as normal which do not make
for certain kinds of instability in the individual." 47 Therefore, he
points out, one cannot apply relative frequency or absolute standards
as determining factors in delinquent or other deviant behavior. But
where there is a progressive breakdown of values, then deviant be-
havior arises.

Where there is (771-077lieand the "loss of orientation on the part
of a substantial number of members of the group" toward the normsof the majoritythen a new set of norms or values may have to be
developed within the over-all social organization: From the develop-
ment of a new set of valuesnegative or positivemay come "a, shift
from relative breakdown and social isolation, which is found intoler-
able, to reintegration in a new group." 4 8 Youngsters who find them=
selves precluded from obtaining at least the material symbols of values
and feel themselves isolates among other isolates, may well reintegrate
their value system through the formation of the delinquent gang with
its own socially negative value structure. Anomie, then, no longer

dexists because there are developed values which may be attained in
the social organization of the gang in a slum communi

Merton warns that in new approaches to research in delinquency,
there must not he too much thinking and research about:

p. 34.
40.
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. _
the particular individual in his local setting as though the remote

total structure had no hearing on him unless we happened to detect it by
direct inquiry of him. Looking at the larger social structure gives clues
to pressures on intervening social units in which the individual does in fact
live out his life, in which he is located, but which are continually changing
their composition and their character, both culturally and socially. I see it
as the office of the field of sociology primarily to attempt to import these
considerations into the study of deviant behavior just as I would set: the
same kind of elaboration as the office of a psychologist dealing with the
structure and dynamics of the psyche.

It might be added that both sociological and psychological exami-

nation of the problems of delinquency and its prevention are essential
supplements one to the other if useful tools for curative and preventive
action are to be obtained by parents and teachers, law enforcement
officers, school officials, and other community leaders.

The Theory of Differential
Association

Edwin H. Sutherland, noted criminologist, offered a formula for
describing social situations out of which criminals are produced or
where education of the young is toward delinquent behavior,

Criminology, Sutherland explained, is a body of knowledge which
concerns itself with making laws to govern behavior, with breaking of
these laws, and the reaction of persons toward law breaking. Certain
acts become, therefore, defined as criminal even as others are recog-
nized as delinquent."

An adequate explanation of the origin of criminal or delinquent
behavior, Sutherland believed, does not exist unless it applies to -rich
and poor alike, and to the emotionally stable or unstable." Moreover,
it must apply directly to criminal or delinquent behaviornot to
human behavior in general. The life history of the delinquent or
criminal has to be taken into account rather than a single act if an
adequate explanation of even a single act is to be obtained. Therefore,
he offered what he called "a genetic theory" of criminality. This he
stated in a series of propositions:

Criminal behavior is learned. Persons not trained in crime do not invent
crimin behavior.

Criminal behavior, like any other behavior, is learned in interaction

p. 42-43.
dwin Ii. Sutherland. Principles of ininangy. Fourth edit i r n. Philadelphia

B. Lippincott Company. 1947. p. 1.
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with other peoric through communication, bntli verbal and through gestures.
The principal part of the learning of a criminal is accomplished in his

intimate and personal groupsfamily, play group. school, etc. Newspapers,
radio, television, and the like play a relatively minor role in Stich learning.

When criminal behavior is learned, it includes tcehniques, .skills, and
abilities which are applied to committing crime. Also certain motivations,
drives, rationalizations, and attitudes are learned toward delinquent
behavior_

A person becomes a criminal or delinquent where there is an excess
of definitions in his primary group which are in favor of law violation as
opposed to definitions ton favor of abiding by the laws

Differential associationwith law abiders or law brealwrsinaV vary
in frequency, duration, priority, and intensity_

The process of learning criminal behavior involves all the mechanisms
that are involved in any other type of learning.

While criminal or delinquent behavior is an expression of general needs
and values, it is not explainable by these because VIC/n-(2Hmffial behavior is
also an expression of needs and values.:'1

To Edwin FL Sutherland, as is evident, crime and delinquency
are rooted in and are expressions of social organization, lie empha-
sized that all communities are organized both for criminal and anti-
criminal behavior. Exposure, both in duration and strength, is the
important factor as to whether one becomes delinquent or remains
law abiding.

Psychiatrists, psychologists and many sociologists do not accept
this statement of the cause of delimpicncy since it does not take into
account complexity of personalities- and problems of conflict within
personalities. Also, it does not explain why many of the -exposed- do
not learn" delinquent behavior, while some who are "underexposed"
to such learning do indulge in delinquent acts. As Marshall i. Clinard
points out, "Obviously, as stated by Sutherland, the theory does not
adequately recognize motivations and the situation as a part of the
learning process" Other criticisms stress that delinquent behavior
cannot be explained aside from personality traits and attitudes, Donald
R. Cressy insists that delinquency needs to be studied from basic
learning theory rather than from Edwin Sutherland's mathematical
ratio of criminal to noncriminal association,"

" These are paraphrased from St herland's listing, thiL, p. 6-7,
62 Ibid., p. 8-9.
"See these and other critical issues in delinquency and criminology in Bee-fru)
Sociology, Joseph B. Cittler, editor, Nev.. York: John Wiley and Sons, 1957.p. 477.
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A Theory of Cultural Transmission
Albert K. Cohen in Delinquent Boys states that the differential

theory of Sutherland harks back to the earlier statement of cultural
transmission of delinquent behavior as presented by Clifford H. Shaw
and Henry D. McKay in 1921 and restated in 1942."

No doubt exists. Shaw and McKay write, that there is a direct
relationship existing between delinquency and the socioeconomic
factors in local communities. Differential rates of deliniittericy have
their roots in "the dynamic life of the community.- This "dynamic
life" in delinquency areas includes differences in social values, norms
and attitudes as well as poverty and insufficiency in material goods.
Delinquency, in certain urban areas, has become a tradNon in itself.
These authors believe:

This tradition is manifested in many different ways It becomes mean-
ingful to the child through the conduct, speech, gestures, and attitudes
of persons with whom lie has contact. Of particular importance is the
child's intimate association with predatory gangs or other forms of delin-
quent and criminal organization.

In eases of group delinquency it may he said, therefore, that from
tl point of view of the delinquent's immediate social world he is not
necessarily disorganized, maladjusted or antisocial. Within the limits of his
social world and in terms of its norms and eNpectations he may be a highly
organized and well adjusted

low income areas, these authors stress, where there is both
great deprivation and frustration, where there has been a succession
of immigrant and migraet groups, where there has been the widest
variation in cultural traC,(ions and institutions, where there is a great
gap between what people have come to want out of the social values
of the overall culture and what they can get from their own limited
environment, crime and delinquency develop as a way of life.

Again, these" scholars note that delinquent traditions grow up
tinder the impetus of the belief that through these behaviors will come
improved economic and social status. Illegal rackets have brought
wealth to many. Material goods do bring a measure of status. Men
have aeiluired political prominence through antisocial channels.
Children and youth do take over the traditional behavior v hich ap-
pears to assure them success, wealth and position.'"

" Clifford H. Shaw and Henry D. McKay. Juvenile _Delinquency in Urban
by theAreas. Chivap-,o: The university

University of Chicago.
Ibid., p. 436,
/bid:, p. 439-40.

of Chicago Press, 1942. Copyright, 1942,
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However, as Shaw and McKay point out, the dominant tradition
of cities and of communities is, on the whole, conventional. Most
persons even in underprivileged areas pursue law abiding careers.
This does not deny the power of tradition of delinquency and crime
to attract followers, but it does point to 'he reason the majority do
not become delinquent or criminal even in acutely deprived areas.
Shaw and McKay state:

Individual and personality differences as well as in family
relationships and in contacts with other institutions and groups, no doubt
influence greatly his acceptance or rejection of opportunities to engage in
delinquent activities. It may be said, however, that if the delinquency
traditions were not present and the boys were not thus exposed to it, a
preponderance of those who become delinquent in low-income areas would
find their satisfactions in activities other than delinquency.

The Delinquent Subculture*
Albert K. Cohen presents a near case study illustrating in part

the blending of the theory of cultural transmission, the theory of
anomie, and others previously discussed plus his own contribution
of the concept of the delinquent subculture within the larger social
structure. Cohen remarks that a fascinating aspect of social process
is how persons move from group to group and how there is a realign-
ment within groups in an unconscious quest for a socially favorable
milieu in which to resolve problems of personal adjustment.

In describing the development of delinquent gangs, Cohen calls
attention to models for behavior in different milieu, and these models
are always in the process of interaction. From these interactions
emerge cultural innovations even in the face of pressures for con-
formity. He writes:

The crucial condition for the emergence of new cultural forms is the
existence, in effective interaction with one another, of a number of actors
with similar problems of adjustment. These may be entire membership of
a group or only certain members, similarly circumscribed, within the
group.59

For other treatine.o s of the gang phenomenon, see: Frederic NI. Thras her, The
Gang (2nd rev. ed C_',4-:age: The University of Chicago Press, 1930; William
Foote White, Street corner Society ( 2nd ed.), Chicago The University of Chicago
Press, 1955; and Herbert A. Bloch and Arthur Niederhoffer, The Gang: A Study
of Adolescent Behavior, New York: Philosophical Library, 1958.

ri ibid., p. 440-41.
" Albert K. Cohen. Delinquent Boys. Glencoe, ill.: The Free Press, 1955.

Ibid., p. 59.
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Possible solutions for problems may not appear to be through ac-
ceptable behavior, but they may appeal more than "the already
validated and accepted institutionalized solutions." However, the new
way of behaving would not be a possible adjustment unless it were
followed by others so that the person with the problem is not alone
in his new way of behaving. If others with common problems are
contemplating or indulging in the proposed behavior, and this is
determined by subtle communication between those of like problems,
then these maladjusted will join up and elaborate on the behavior
which appears to be mutually acceptable.`) when succinctly remarks
that; "Converting the other is a part of the process of converting
oneself."'

Mob or gang action sets up its own "positive morality" or value
structure to justify its conduct with a rapid transition into behavior
according to new "group standards" with the emergence of a distinc-
tive subculture.0?-

This is what occurs, according to Cohen, when the problem of
achieving status and recognition from others is blocked by whatever
forces, be they cultural, environmental, broadly social. Problems of
status are recognized as of critical importance to youth. When young-
sters find it impossible to achieve status according to broader based
social standards, then they turn to the development of "characteristics
they do possess and the kinds of conduct of which they are capa-
ble, .""3

The new values which emerge may be diametrically opposed to
the larger cultural structure. Actual and overt hostility may be ex-
pressed toward the out group which has kept the new in group from
sharing in status and accord. Cohen points out that the new group,
the gang, cannot exist in isolation any more than the youngsters
within the gang can stand being isolates. The gang must get its needs
satisfied from the prevailing culture, and in the underworld this is
known as "the fix."

Acquisition of status in the new group is, of necessity, achieved at
the cost of loss of status in the other group. Hostile and contemptu-
ous images of the outside group are built up in the new group, and
behavior is indulged in simply because "it is disreputable in the eyes
of the out group."64

Delinquent subcultures are more often found in working class
groups, Cohen states. And these have arisen because personal prob-
lems of defeat and inadequacy have become so intense and demand-
ing that a new group solution is the only possible solution= If the

ug ibid., p. 59-60. p. 61. ibid., p. 65 , " p. 66. 61 Incl., p. 68.
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solution remains peisonal-soela then the reNohition will prohablv
he "'neurotic' or ..psyclinti(:."

Problems of adjustment boys frOM WOrking class 110111t'S have
much in commoih Socialization in the working class is easy going,
while in the middle class little is lett to chance. Au appropriate com-
ment was recently madc by Gardner Murphy of the Menninger Foun-
dation, NItirphy stated a growing conviction that 1,-ighborhoods where
Youngsters grow tri) depending upon their peer grr 1p instead of upon
their parents "have a much higher incidence of conscienceless- be-
hayior,"'.

Distinctions lwiween iniddle class and w()rkili4 clas groups from
the point of view of values shed real light oil why vo:-...;tt 'rs from
the latter find thei-nselves ill equipped to gain status through achieve-
ment of values of the former.

The middle class is distinguished by regarding ambition as it virtue
and lack of it, a serious defect. Goals are haw, term and require
"worldly asceticism" and readiness to postpone immediate temptations
for future satisfactions. Responsibility is individnal, and reliance and
rcsourcefulness are considered essentials. Skills have to be developed
in order that there may be tangilde achievements through outstand-
ing performances either in the scholastic, the athletic or the artistic
areas. Forethought, conscious planning, and budgeting of time are
considered of high value. Nlanners, courtesy, charm and other skills
in relationships are the basis for "selling. of self to others. Aggression
is controlled, and violence and plivsical combat are frowned upon.
Recreation has to be such that it is considered "wholesome," -construc-
tive," and not a "waste of time." Property must be respected. To
achieve status and success, Cohen states, these are the ground rules
of the prevailing culture in the United States.""

Contrasted to these are the working class norms. Ambition and
aspirations toward jobs are below those of the middle class. A "swell
joh" is not necessarily considered a step toward economic mobility,
-Advancement" and "promotion" are not in tilt' vocabulary of the
working class: "Planning" and "foresight" arc outside the range of
valoes, The "pinch of the present is far more demanding than "the
prowisc of the future." A "run of good kick" is to furnish the where-
withal to buy what is Vailted, not the basis of a savings account. "Pay
off" is considered an immediate need, not eventual upgrading, The
"ethic of responsibility" for the down-and-out in the family is

Van of 1957.
Cohen, op. cit., p. 89-91.
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.:rative to the extent that one branch ()I the family will spend al.
it has for another in necil And the -law of reciprueitv' holds. in that
the Saine is expected in :citirn in times of stress. One is honest with
paiticular persons, not honest iii 'Hera]. litTYCHIS HI tIHN

nomie group feel more itt home in their own iamilies ;111(1 in the im-
mediate neighborhood, and are ill at ease in sccondar social contacts
so prevalent in the middle class. Emotions appear to he releascd nc ire
spontancousk -;ILIRI there is freer expression of iii4gression \vith no
hesitancy to fight. Little attempt is made to i'iilti.iIt litilisli. sophis-
tication, -fluency, appearance- ;.iud -personality- considered so
necessary in the middle class world."'

\Varning must he given, of course, that twithcr iniddic class ,Ior
working class families adhere strictly to these definitions. lit fact, with
the rapid upward mobility in the United States, characteristics herein
described arc found interchanged in all groups in the cii Itu re. Hut
from die point of view of stress in adjustment of adolescent hoys, the
statirnent of differences is essential to Cohen's theory,

Cohen says that the delinquent subculture is a solution to the pro!)-
!ems of status arid success; for the male rather than for the female:1'
Girls find success in relationships Nvith boys Within thoir own status
group as well as outside. Popularity, pithramie. charm and clothes
arc central to feminine success.

Even though girls may Succeed as students, in a career or in any
other medium, success to them is not complete witlimit achievement in
the -symbolic relationship of woman attractive to man

Male delinquency is versatile, Female delinquency is ip,itally spe-
cialized in sex or in obtaining those croods v ichi are necessary t
COMe attractive to the other sex. Female delinqucticV is !larder to
detect, and this may well be Why it is less often cc am to the ex-.

treme difference in delinquency rates between hovs ;u td
The final question, then, is who arc the boys yho join the sni)

culture of the gang? explains the ohyions that personality
is complex iii its needs, roles. L1CtiVitieS: and problems,
The gang, he believes, is the one avenue for furnishing satisfactory
,inswers for many different youth with inany different problems in
the work ii class. To it come boys from ethnic groups which are with-
out privilege or opportunity. To the gang will gravitate those who are
afraid they will be beaten up by gangs in their own neighborlimals,

p. 94=97.
p. 143.

/bid; p. 142.
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To belong is prCiteed011, Others join irom a r -Ise of guilt. or hostility;
of flight from anxiety. I IiiweVer, ley far the -common core" come with
a motivation widely shared by others the need for achievement and
success by some standard:'" While it must be remembered the

1chiatric explanation of delinquency is a valid one in explaining the
behavior of particular individuals, it tends to leave out "cultural sup-
port and legitimation of particular solutions- to problems which Etre
social and cultural in origin.

Cohen states briefly that middle class dolinquency exists but is
relatively rare; possibly because the families of these volith serve as
a "cushion against apprehension- but mostly because their status prob-
lems are less acute and arc not in conflict with the over-all value
structure of the culture: Whatever may be the etiology of problems
of middle class delinquency, Cohen holds, it should not be forgotten
that basically it also ilcludes problems of adjustment at a different
level and with a somewhat different content than those problems of
lower class youth which seek their solution in delinquent gangs."

Delinquency in Suburbia
Bertram M. Beck has developed a theory as current as community

development in suburban areas which is worthy of note." Basing his
discussion on a recent book by Bernard Lander,Ta he points out that
the delinquent in the suburb, as the migrant in the slums, comes about
because of intergroup conflict which works against social conformity.
Each family moves into the new area as a unit, without ties to any
other family and without antecedents of its own. Tradition is entirely
lacking, and anonymity of family groups is alrncst complete until a
new set of associations is built up with other anonymous families.

Community organization and services are also lacking: Churches
are new or nonexistent. The community trading center has to develop
its friendliness as families come to know one another, and the huge
supermarkets are a far cry from the intimacy of the corner drugstore
and the family-run grocery or market,

Youth find little support from the adults in such communities, and
they also find little cohesiveness in youth groups which are brought

z 151.
p. 101:

"Bertram M. Beek. The School and Delinquency Control." The Annalsthe American Academy of rolitica/ and Social Science, November 1955, p. 86.
"Bernard Lander. Toward an Understanding of Juvenile Delinquency. New

York: Columbia University 1ress, 1954:
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together on a he erogeneous basis. The school is the sole center tor
total eoilimunity organization si_ it Svcs LIl tile children of all

aT!fl is 3 common meeting ground for adults as well as their

children,

Suburbs, to avoid the development of delinquent behavior among

children and youth without the ordinary social controls of a neighbor

hood of friends, acquaintances and relatives, need more th In any
other one agent "a strong and courageous school administrator' The
administrator and his staff have a tremendous obligation to make the

school the focal point for community integration, f( )r an organized

source of community action, tor the establishment of acceptable tradi .

flow of behavior, and for concerted community action to meet the
needs of youth and ohildren,7'

Schools, Beck believes, have the responsibilitv to create the moral,

social and ethical climate within these new agglomerations of houses

so that community controls will be developed to protect the youth
of suburbia against delinquency and related ills.7'

For studies of the role of school administrators as community leaders, see
liarry Estill Moore, Nine Help Themseives, Austin, Texas: Soutliwestmin Co-

operative Program in Educational Administration, The University of Texas, 1955,

"Beck, op; Of, p.



CHAPTER 5

The Schools and the Problems o_

Juvenile Delinquents

SANIL'E,I., MILLER BROWNELL fanner commis-
sioner far the United States Office of Education and now superin-
tendent of schools in I )rout. Miehigan, has written that the existence
of juvenile delinquency proves in a broad sense that education has
not been hilly successful= ne states that, even in combination, the
institutions of education for children the home, school and church
with other community groupshave not been able to prevent more
and inure Youth from becoming delinquent,I

Harrison E: Salisbury, journalist, in his series of articles on 'The=

Shook -Up Generatiorh" in the New York Times, writes:
Nu New nrkur needs to be told that it is in the eitY's schools the problem

of "shook-tip- adolescents reaches a stormy climax. Ever since the novel
and film Blackboard Jungle, New Yorkers have been increasingly aware of
the impact of teen-age violence tin the educational SVStCIII. In recent weeks,
there has been a new series of tragic incidents.'

And from another educator of note comes this statement:
\\Fah the rise in juvenile delinquency, the medicine men are once again

--ireseribing their favorite panacea: For prevention and cure of delinquency,
\V are advised to "get tough," "go hack to the woodshed," "apply the
nightstick-. . Naturally, the advocates of the return to the woodshed are
anufwg the severest (-rides of modern programs of education. Their editorial
spokesmen satirically deride "the bleeding hearts who say education is the
answer.% .

uthcr comment is worths- of attention since it comes from Jessie
s;imuct "DelinquenevAn Important Problem in Finea

Lion:* School Life, January 1954. p.
I Iarrison E. Salisbury. Reprint from The NeW York 'Ethics, March 23=30.

1958. p. S.
3 \\Milani Van Tii. "COM1)41t1 n =Z juvenile Delinquency Through Schools," Educa-

tional Leadership, March 1956, p, 352=68,
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Binford, social \'1 '(U at Hull House in Chicago tor mor ,. than
years;

The sad fact is that some of our juvenile Court judges and many
ednetitors agree . that the onlv solution to juvenile delimillencv is work
for our children.

It does not scorn to occur tu these that \vi owe 0111' chilth cii .111

is i1l tO0 lj U liONV-and that we must adapt our curriculum to
the needs of childrenso that they will want to remain in school at least
until they are 16 years of age.. .4

In light of available facts; it mar be well to state as have Brownell,
the educator, and Salisbury, the journalist, that between 95 and 95
percent of school-age children are normal personalities, reasonably
healthy, and law abiding. Of the tinder five percent who express
their deviation in delinquency, 95 percent of the seventeen-year-olds,
So percent of the sixteen-year-olds, and 50 percent of the fifteen-year.
olds are not in school. In fact, approximately 01 percent of the de-
linquents between the ages of eight and seventeen years arc out of
school.

Delinquency. Brownell continues, is related to public schools in
three ways: Schools may produce delinoneilev. Schools mav help
prevent delinquency: Schools may help deal with delinquents through
curriculum and program of activities

The Schools as Producers of Behavior Problems
The most startling of these three statements, is that the school

mar contribute to the development of delinquency through offering
frustrating experiences, by not maintaining interest, by not releasing
tensions built up in other relationships, and by not developing a feeling
of satisfaction among youngsters vliichi will keep them from, or move
them out of delinquent behavior,7

As factors which enter into the failure of schools to hold children
or which may contribute to delincitiency, Brownell cites poor prepara-
tion of teachers in detection of special needs of children lack of time
for teachers to really know the children they teach: ;out faihiro of the

Letter, May 3, 1951-i. (Letters quoted throughout this section Nvori, answers
to a request addressed liv the nuthor to member,,; of thr Discussion Crnup 57,Tenth Annual Conivrcrwc of the Association fur Supervision and Curriculum
Devolopment, Chicago, Illinois, 1955. )

Brownell, op. cit., p, 52.
p. 52.

ibid.. p. 511
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schools to provide teachers with special assistance they require in deal-
in Nvitli severe ilellaViOr prObleins.

Adding strength to the I3rownell evaluation is a letter from a mother
of teen-age youth and a former direeior of the Illinois Parent-Teacher
Association. 51w explains:

As I listen to my teenagers and their friends speaking about the teachers.
I feel the poor caliber of some of our teachers contributes more to delin-
quency than they realize through mass punishments, criticism of the slow
child Openly in classrooms. and complaining of the overwork of all teachers.
I realize we need more teachers, but I am also sure we need better trained
teachers. We also need more counseling in our local high schools, perhaps
even guidance clinics. But let us -et some real counselors who are willing
to listen to boys and girls. ."

Howard W. Lane, in remarks made on a symposium of the American
Orthupsychiatrie Association in 1956, said he had "made a little survey
out on Long Island to see what it means to a school child to live in
the suburbs." He discovered "five important hazards to a child." The
most serious, he indicates, is to be a slow reader. The second is to
be a boy, to whom many more symptoms of poor mental health were
attributed than to girls. Girls, he says, mature earlier and are easier
to have around. The third hazard is to he left-handed, and he states
there is no doubt that "the attention and the little discriminations a
'lefty' experiences chip away at mental health," He admits reluctance
to list two more "little hazards" but goes on to say these are to have
mother away from home a good deal and to have father at home
a good dealt"' Lane is making the plea that schools must be built and
organized to accommodate childlike behavior, and that there are too
few places, including homes, which are now available for children
to be and to act like children,

Vilhiarn C. Kvaraccus. in his Juvenile Delinquency and the School,"
describes the Passaic, New Jersey, child welfare experiment in co-
operative action among the school system, the police department and
other agencies dealing with children. He quotes " Arthur C. Johnson
as having remarked that the delinquent child may be an inescapable
headache for the schools, but the schools may he an even greater head-

Thid.. p. 5.
' Letter from Mrs. Raymond H. Thompson, March 10, 1956.

Howard Lane. "Educational Aspects of Prevention:' American Jaurnal of
Orthapsyehiatry, April 1957. p. 246-51. Excerpts from mimeographed reprint,
p. 4-5,

"William C. Kvaraceus. Juvenile Delinquency and the School. New York:
World Book Company. 1945.

"Mid, F. 156.
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ache for the deviant child! Kvaraceus believes that the salutary
effects of the school for the delinquent are to often taken for granted:
He states that -much of the school data points to a multiplicity of un-
wholesome, unsatisfactory, unhappy, and frustrating situations in which
delinquents are enmeshed. Some schools appear to furnish experiences
which are predisposing to aggressive behavior." la

Among these experiences is retardation, which is open acknowledg-
ment of failure to achieve. Kvaracetis states that one great difference
between the general youth population in school and the delinquent
is the "rejection and condemnation" of the delinquent because he so
often fails to be promoted from grade to grade:14 Habits of failure
and feelings of inferiority arc characteristic of delinquency, Kvaraceus
continues, and he believes it is no wonder these youth resort to re-
bellion and flight from the classroom. Truancy and vandalism, he in-
dicates, are more than likely direct protests against frustrating and
defeating experiences in school,15

In addition, delinquents themselves cited as reasons for dislike of
school: clothes which were not as good as those of the other children;
made fun of by the teacher; inability to get along with the crowd";
in class with "a lot of dumb clucks"; and discipline for tardiness."

Finally, in a discussion session on juvenile delinquency at the Tenth
Annual Conference of the Association for Sup_ ervision and Curriculum
Development in 1955, a group of school administrators, teachers,
social woi Kers, and others added several items to this list of negative
forces in the schools. These wcre: textbooks often too difficult for use
or understanding by children from underprivileged families and areas:
the difficult problem of keeping in school those children whose parents
have no interest in school attendance; the stereotyped subject matter
curriculum of many high schools; teachers who are excessively per-
MiSSive ::)1" excessively rigid in control or who are inconsistent in dis-
cipline; and careless gossip among teachers about children who have
been in trouble or whose families are in difficul 1"

Donald H. Goff, chief, Bureau of Classification and Education,
Department of Institutions and Agencies for the State of New Jersey,
adds a different dimension to the discussion of the role of schools in
creating ative reactions in children. He is primarily concerned with

" Iiid., p. 135.
H ibid., p. 140.

ibid., p. 144.
le Quoted by Kvaraceus, ibid., p. 50.

Mimeographed notes, Discussion Group 57, 2.
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"t1I(` 11111)011in-1(V it) the WIRfly (11A1ijiiIIPIIYV III-n111(111 . Of fundamental
.1.ttitiales of VD1.1110-Sters to\vard behavior nornis. It there were one
clearly defined set of behavior norms. Goff indicates the whole problem
would he simplified. However. great lictenTencitv of popnlation and
the impersonality and high mobility of urban living tend to bring L17Jealt
vide differences in what is COIISItit'red acceptable bchavior_.

Schools, Goff believes, attempt to teach a single standard of norma-
tive values 1,N-hid) brings about a rigidity jim vhat is accepted as minim]
behavior 1w children. This creates confusion. because many children
or youth are confronted vith imreal behavior standards as far as their
home and neighborhood experiences have taught them," Nierton
would indicate the result iN anomie or normlessness.

Harry Estill Moore has discussed this at some length \Own he writes:
There is, it seems, a double eode of morality; one for natives and one

for the school people. Just here, it may be speculated, may be a fertile
source of rejection of the teacher is by youth and adults.
Having imposed an abnorinal behavior code on the teachers, the community
then brands them as abnormal, anti views them with suspicion, relegating
them to the role of -stranger."

Moore goes on to quote Willard Waller as having said school tends
to become "a museum of virtue," and then he adds, "implying that
like other museums what is found there belongs to another world, not
the world in which normal beings manage their affairs."

Golf verifies this point of view when he writes that delinquents in
training schools seem to hold a stereotype of "schoolmarm" tied in
with the rigidity of middle class behavior norms as imposed in school.
Goff concludes that the schools are confronted with the problem of
consensus "in order to allow for group living," but that this consensus
can best be reached on the level of interpersonal relations grounded
in the principle of the dignity and worth of each human being rather
than focusing upon one act or another as "wrong" or 'right" behavior.

In fact, Goff would like to see a rigid subject-centered high school
experiment with the development of attitudes toward the basic value
and worth of human beings as compared wit at similar attempt on
the part of a school with a modified subject-cciaered program where
interest in the human personality is the core of the whole curriculum.2'

'Goff, letter, May 4, 1956.
"Harry Estill Moort% Nine Help Themselves. Austin, Texas: Southwestern

Cooperative Program in Edleational Administration, The University of Texas,
1955. p. 61.

ID, G.
_Cell, letter, op. cit.
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Cohen. it .tppears From his theory of the delituineut NN'Olild

agree NA-10) Coif that conflict betNycen standards of school and standards
of youth attending school are (ii major importance both in the defini-
tion of what is a delinquent act and in the instigation of behavior
xvhich may become delinquent,

Delinquents in School

Albert 1 piss, J F hi a study of ocial Correlates of Psychological
Types of Delinquency:. --!2 WriteS that (HIM-relit hehaViOr is a func-
tion of the nature and strength of both personal internal controls and
social controls. Ile states:

A major institution of the C01111111111th' exerrisin social control over the
child is the school. At the same time, the school affects the formation of
personal controls insofar as its persoirnel represent acceptable models of
antlawity and provide rational guides for behavior. Among adolescents the
school may often be supplemented by or rejected as a control institution
for the NVOrk institutions of the communitv or the adolescent peer culture."

licks distinguishes between three types of delinquents: (a) Those
with relative personality integration, or the first "Tom of liobert
Sutherland's discussion, whose only problem was the conflict of his
social group with the dominant culture pattern. (b) The delinquent
with weak ego controls; or as Marie jahoda NVOIlld indicate, one whose
reality orientation is inadequate; Or, again, as Erik Erikson would
describe him as a victim of ego diffusion, is Reiss' second group. (e )
The third designation is the delinquent with weak superego or value
controls, or the victim of (1710111iP as Merton would designate him.

Of these three, it is the delinquent with relati;f:Ov high integration
Nvho more often achieves the level of high school, and Reiss found
53 percent of those in his study had gone to or completed high school.

Only 39 percent of those with defective value structure or weak
superego achieved high school status; and 33 percent who reached
high school level were those in the weak ego group. Also the latter
group were more often retarded than those with defective superego,
and both of these groups were more retarded than the integrated youth.

Reiss found that the relatively strong personalities among the
delinquents were better students than either of the other two groups.
Their deportment in the classroom was superior and their truancy
rate was less. Reiss adds that youth with faulty value structures, or

Albert Reiss, Jr. -Social Correlates of Psychological Types of Delinquency:.
American Sociologiral Review_ December 1952. p. 710-18.

°' /bid., p.
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the victims of anomie, were more often found in gangs than either
the integrated or weak ego delinquents, and that those of weak ego
controls were insecure with low sclf-esteern and indulged in highly
aggressive and hostile behavior.24

Bertram M. Beck offers suggestions to public school teachers when
he points out there arc problems of delinquency with which teachers
cannot and should not attempt to cope. He insists Nvork with delin=
quents in school has to be diagnostic and not on the basis of lumping
"delinquency" into a single, category as one would a disease such as
diphtheria with its specific cause and cure.25

No cohesive typing of delinquency has been worked out, Beck
stresses, but certain studies have been made which should prove help-
ful to teachers and school administrators in diagnosis of delinquents
in terms of whether they may be successfully integrated into the class-
room situation, whether they may be assisted by counseling and guid-
ance services within the schools, whether they should be referred to
psychiatric and psychological clinics, or whether, for the protection
of everyone concerned, they should be sent to law enforcement authori-
ties. Interestingly enough, Beck uses the Jenkins-Hewitt study, dis-
cussed in Chapter 4 of this booklet, for his diagnostic instrument.

School and the Social Delinquent
Beck points out in his article that the social delinquen as he would

describe the integrated delinquent of Reiss, will and can respond to
a school curriculum especially designed to enrich his experiences, and
such a curriculum serves as a vital supplement in cases of neighbor-
hood and family deprivation. A telling example of this approach is
de-scribed by Salisbury " in the article, -Operation More." Sidney
I. Lipsyte is principal of an "exceptional 600'1 school in Brooklyn.
Mrs. Cecile Sands, a member of the Board of Education, insisted that
a school especially designed for difficult behavior problems would
succeed if it had additional appropriations to get what it really needed
in such areas as guidance, psychiatric aid, and after-school programs.
Salisbury remarks that -nothing is provided for the school that any
prudent school board would not provide in the first place" for all
schools.

Youngsters ho normally would he [aimed out of school at 3:00 stay
ibid., p. 716-18.
Beck, "The school and Delinquency Control, p. 60-
Sallsbaty, "The Shook-Up Generation," p. 10.
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under siipervision until 5:00 in the a_ternoon. 2 veraLT. after-school
attendance runs between 20 and 40 boys, and these are the -bad
boys" of gangs who arc ria(r2eptable to neighborhood communi,
centers. Lipsvte says of his schokl, -Too often it pictured as a holdingcenters.
operation, We see it as a therapeutic operation. Most of our boys are
the better for coming to us. ." believes about 90 percent of
his boys become nsefull citizens, and he refuses to judge their be-
havior by the standards of the middle class world.27

All-dav schools, Beck indicates, are of tremendous importance to
the social delinquent since the school furnishes him a "protected en-
vironment" for his own safety as well as for his development. Expert,
male supervision, lie points out, is an imperative. Moreover, the,
school and the school board have to be ready to accept disruption,
property damage, and "different- behavior as Lipsyte of -Opera-
tion More does,

Corrietilum. Beck continues, has to meet cultural differences and
class differences. Teachers do have to teach values of the larger society

as Goff indicated with his insistence on the value of human per
sonalitylatt they do not have to impose middle class behavior
standards. Beck also believes that the best teachers of social delin-
quents are men who have grown up in the neighborhood. He ad-
vocates recruitment of teachers from high schools in the gang areas
with scholarships as incentives for the able to go to college and train
as tcaehers for youth with social inequities in their lives such as they,
themselves, have exnericneed. In addition, he indicates, teachers in
these schools should be paid a premium since this type of teaching
takes dedication to a cause as well as to a profession."

Early detection of social delinquents, according to Beck, comes
from among those who are truant and from among those who are
retarded in reading. Schools in areas of high delinquency require an
extra supply of teachers of remedial reading plus qualified social
workers, psychologists and psychiatrists. Fie also believes when tru-
ancy occurs among too many too frequently, the curriculum should
be changed forthwith. Schools can do little for the social delinquent.
Beck stresses, without these resources and without work with parents
who are not ton concerned whether their children remain in school
or not."

Detroit Public Schools tried an experiment a number of years ago
IhirL, p.
Beck, op, cit., p. 62.
ibid., p. GO.
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Pmfret fur Reducing; iitx-eilite I )elittipluziev.- First ve:tr. fl 1

!tarry ill f!)t)ru. )ofirlit of CiN11( lit firmin-ii
Sociology. ['cwt. Pratt Faireltiltl. NeNN- l'urt-z; Soci,.tv
Library, 1 9-1.1. p. 57.

"' Hobert j, I fikviHoirst, Human 1)ci-c1rv»1icti1 Efilicathm. New York: Long-
male, Green ;Lnd CAntipaily. 1 953.

I fanclv. Journal, Deremhr 1055 p.
541=45.
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able or !lad hcen truant again and again, SA pereent are living L. ll?
lives as rusponsible citizens. 1 hese hovs, wrier the intelligent prin-

._litiShip of Agnes LaVcry. are in a -disciplinary school' \\Alere their
treatment is not .soit and wlwre they. \yidi tilCir parents. are" taken
before the ji ye!! le judge for a court hearnig if the enlightened rules
of the school are repeatedly broken,'"

Curriculum rims the garnut of needs at Godvin School, from chisses
in tailoring yhere boys make their own clothes, to preparation ot
-the best school !undies in Boston- 'Ny111'11, tht'V CoOk, to
academie snbjects xvItere they are hronght Hp t a!re-grade levels in
special assistance ill classes with boys of their own age and develop-
mental stage. Because the relationship between school truancy and
adult cTiine is exceedingly high Avail ()tie Nlassachnsetts
t.stimating that 75 perefAlt. of the inmates of his prison had H'(i
truantsevery effort is made to hold the interest of boys sent to
(.dyne through the adjusted curriculum and through the lanuala.
;tied warm approach to their problems,"'.

Still another example of an effective sdlool pri)gran-, fur handling
the delinquent is the Philadelphia Case Ievic'\ iiiiiticc whieh
NVLIS OrgaiiiZed to discover children with marked personal IN' d
orders""

As Robert C. Taber vrites, In many classrooms in the ,_otentry, there
are human time bombs about to explode into criminal activity unless
constructive steps are taken to prevent destructive blasts from taking-
place .

In 19=-18, Louis P. Hoyer, superintendent of schools in Philadelphia,
decided it would be wise to give help to youngsters with marked
pc.rsonality problems before they got into tronblo. A school committee
was formed of directors of the divisions of pupil personnel and coun-
seling, medical services, special education, and the assistant to tlw
board of superintendents, with Myer himself serving as chairman.
This committee reviewed information from principals, teachers, at-
tendance officers, counselors, school nurses, and psychologists con-
cerning children and youth who appeared "potentially- dangerous in
the classroom: Then the committee served as the connecting link
between the home, the school, and the Nvelfare agencies of Philadcl-

Ibid., p. 545.
w' _ibid., p. 545.
"Robert C. Taber, "B ore It's Too Late... NE A Journo , December 1953,p. 542-44.

ibid., p. 542.
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phia which have the resources to assist with problems uncovered by
the case study committee. Success of this endeavor has come about
because of the broad contacts which the school has with children;
because the committee has been able to work swiftly and without
red tape in getting help when help was needed, both for the child
and his family; and finally, because of the breadth of information
available to the committee, it could proceed with a therapeutic
program involving the child, his family, and other situational factors
involved in his difficulty. Taber concludes his description of this effort;

Our schools can be a major factor in turning the tide of juvenile delin-
quency if we are willing to spend the time, effort, and money to organize
a screening program and to provide the special services required to meet
individual needs."

Needless to say, examples of school programs effectively meetinr,
problems of delinquents could be multiplied, but these that have been
given may offer an indication of a variety of approaches which seem
to have merit.

The Asocial Delinquent and the School

Teachers, Beck says, must give up their sentimental notions con.
cerning "keeping children out of court" when they come up against
the asocial delinquent. Youngsters devoid of conscience are dangerous
whether they are victims of anomie or are "psychopathic personalities,-
or have "character disorders." From these youth come criminals who
murder wantonly, who attack to maim and mutilate without reason
or provocation, who seem to be without feelings as well as without
conscience. Delay in dealing with them is a hazard, Beck reiterates,
and "permissiveness only makes them worse." He feels these deviants
should be brought to the attention of official agencies immediately
before "tragic delinquency" occurs. The prognosis for them is not good.
Beck makes it clear, these youth need a highly controlled environment
or they need to be under institutional care for their own safety as well
as for the protection of others. These delinquents, he believes, are in
the main too damaged to be allowed to stay in school."

Criticism has been leveled at William Jansen, superintendent of
schools in New York City, for the over 900 youth suspended during
February 1958. Many schoolteachers and administrators report it
improved conditions in their schools "immeasurably." Others indicate

"P ibid., p. 544.
Beck, op. cit., p.
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society only deferring the payment on its debt," as ated by
oseph C. Noethen, a district superintendent. He continues, "We are

going to have to pay a high interest on it. Kicking the kids into the
streets creates wolf packs. Suspension is supposed to have a therapuetic
effect. Mass action destroys the therapeutic value.- 4"

RObert M. Maciver, director of New York's Juvenile Delinquency
Evaluation Project, notes that schools are the most stable social in-
stitutions many children ever encounter and it is the only one which
can help them. "Bad as the adolescent may be in school," Maciyer
points out, "he is better behaved, a better member of society, in
school than anywhere else,- 41

Beek, of course, does not imply that asoc,al delinquents or delin-
quents of any other character should be indiscriminately dumped from
school because they create problems. However, he would insist that
careful diagnosis, such as undertaken by the Philadelphia Case Review
Committee, is advisable to discover the asocial delinquent and to
protect youth and adult society alike from him.

The Neurotic Delinquent in School
Beck discusses neurotic delinquents and notes these develop in

relatively rare instances and are small in number. Usually they come
from upper arid middle class families and have lacked warmth or
acceptance in their family relations. A rigid and domineering father is
sometimes responsible for the deviant behavior of his child. Delin
quencies in this group include fire setting, sexual irregularities and
crimes of violence. He points out that while teachers cannot cure
neuroses, they can offer a relationship and opportunities for personal
development that arc beneficial to neurotic youth and which will help
t:lern function in an acceptable manner in spite of neuroses.4

Beck concludes that teachers working with delinquents of all types
--and nondelinquents for that matterneed knowledge of child de-
velopment; should have knowledge and skill in how to use themselves
in constructive relationships with children and their parents; shouldbe aware of their own personal needs in order to avoid obscuring the
needs of children by their own. Moreover, he believes it imperative
that teachers working with delinquents should have adequate salaries,
working conditions which are satisfactory, an administrator who is

Salisbury, op. cit., p. 0.
" Ibid., p. 9.

Beek, cp. cit., p. 64.
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intelligently supportive and understanding, and a flexible and ad-
justable curriculum geared to the youngsters. lie advocates emphasis
on developing teacher-potential as the first line of defense in work-
ing with delinquent youth in school rather than development of
adjunctive services.4"

The School and Prevention of Delinquency

To quote Robert Maclver again, the school is the only stable social
organization which many delinquents know; the school is the only one
which can help them." From this it would appear that the more
children and youth who do stay in school for more years, the greater
will he the opportunity to assist even the delinquents toward re-
sponsible maturity as \Veil as to contribute to the prevention of delin-
quent behavior. This, of course, must be within the limits of safety
as pointed out by Beck.

Indicative of real improvement in school attendance is the recent
Biennial Survey of EdiuMtion reported in School Life, April 1957,."'
which revealed that for every 10 youngsters in the fifth grade in
1946-11)47, the following schooling was completed: 9,2 out of each 10
finished the 8th grade; 8.7 out of 10 entered high school; 5.5 out of
every 10 graduated from high schoola little over half and finally
2.8 entered college.

Brownell points out that schools prevent delinquency when their
aim is to educate all children by teaching each child according to
his own abilities," Schools with this approach find Out what sort of
person each child is and use this information intelligently. Schools
he believes. make up for lacks at home and in neighborhoods as has
Beet' indicated by others, and they should strire to keep children in
;velum!. Every child, lie stresses, is an important human being and
should be treated as such.

Four recommendations arc offered by Brownell in prevention of
delinquency through the school: (a) Each teacher must have a groilp
of children to teach small enough so lie can know mid teach them
as individuals. (b) Teachers need adequate preparation in how to
work with children and youth and they must be interested in work-
ing with and helping them. (c) Special staffs should he availahle in

4"ibid p, 65.
" Salisbury, np, eft., p. 9.

Shool April 1957, p. 13.
" Brownell, . cit., p. 53.
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school systems to work with special problems and these specialists
should include psychologists, school physicians, and social workers. ( d )
Finally. schools cannot accomplish their mission in delinquency pre-
vention, Brownell believes, unless school programs and procedures
are supported by parents and other community leaders. School pro-
grains. out of necessity, have to be designed to make possible adapta-
tions for differences between fast and slow learners, between shy and
aggressive children, and between groups vastly different in experiences,
background and culture.

Delinquents, Brownell adds, are made, and not horn. People have
to come to understand needs of children and spend money to meet
them. Schools, he stresses, share in the continuing educational pro-ess
of home, school, and social institutions. His conclusion is that schools
have to increase their effectiveness in doing their job if they carry
their share of responsibility in delinquency prevention."

It is indeed interesting to note that James B. Conant- former presi=
dent of Harvard, former ambassador to West Germany, a chemist and
long-time educatorarrives at almost the same conclusions concerning
education in the public schools as does Brownell, though he approaches
his discussion from the opposite pole, the problems of the gifted child.

Conant reports after a study of about 50 high schools "East, West,
North and South." 44 He writes under the title, "Can Our High Schools
Do the Job?" and Brownell might well have used a similar title in rela-
tion to the delinquent! To quote Conant:

T am convinced that a satisfactory course of study for the bright boy or
girl (the academically talented) can be offered in the public high school

which is of a general or comprehensive type. I am further convinced that

the students in the comprehensive school derive certain advantages from

their school years which are denied to their contemporaries in special

sehools.i"

A good guidance system "the keystone of the arch of public educa-

tion," Conant points out, since it is here that aspirations, hopes, abili=

ties and capacities can be determined and channeled into flexible

groupings of areas of study to meet vast differences in voting persons
and their needs. One of the beauties of the comprehensive school, Dr.
Conant states, is its flexibility so that "late bloomers" may be shifted
from one course of study to another. In these schools, he notes, are
opportunities for the intellectually gifted and for the average; for
those who would pursue academic training to the peak of scientific

47 liar, p. 64.
Carnegie Corporation of New York. 14 :ler!' April 1.
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proficiency and for those who 1,Juld complete their formal (lineation
at the end of high school; for those \V11() vill go into business ::ind for
those WhO \Nil] become skilled artisans in industry. In certain situa-
tions all of you should share in common experiences, Amant be-
lieves; for the imitual benefit of cach.''"

Bertrand Russell once stated that the pidille se/m(0s of the United
States were the siii0e most poweriul agent for -transforming a
heterogeneous selection of mankind into a homogeneous nation.--'
This belief that the public schools can contimic, to serve basic demo-
cratic prim. iplesthe needs of all the children of all the people-
Conant SRN'S, With Oilt slighting- intellectual gmials should -hearten a
people who care about both the rninds and the hearts of their chit=
dren,- And it might \Veil lie added. at people vsito even care abont
filch- delinquents,

To itchieve the aims of Brownell. no less than those of Conant, schools
do have special needs, GitITV CRVcialid Myers points up a human
aspect of the problem \Own he writes that research is needed on how
to establish Nvhoksoine restraint or how to balance restraint and love
(1Tectrive 1Y----both at home and at school. Practically all of its agwe om
the value, of love . , But love without restraint seems to commit
suicide while restraint without love also

Approaching this same problem of the schools and delinquency pre-
f r01)1 an entirely different point of view, F. V. Lehn, principal

of the 'Waukegan Township Secondary Schools, asked his teachers
to fill omit a simple questionnaire concerning major problems of juvenile
delinquency as they are directly related to thi, educational program
of the school. His teachers listed the following:

1, Parental inclaiorence and lack of disciplin in the home
:2 thadequate coffin/Ill-lily recreational facilities and lack of in ivation

to participate in group activities
3. Too few high school cot rses designed for those not aeademieallv

inclinvd, and in which slo\N learilers may remain interested and Si ecced
4. Luck of teachers who have special trainintf and Nrho have the per-

sonality to deal successfully Vail (101ingtWItt StildelitS
Inadegnata foster home,

0. Lurk of traininu: for young pe()ple before mid after marriage as to
p;

thid p.
p.

"Letter, Niarch 1950.
"Letter, April 23, 19,30.
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their resimnisibilities, all or %daub would 'cad to a better home environment
7. The bad effect or behavior ul delinquerits znal pre-delinquents on

other student associates
S. The juvenile sophistieate Nyho remains iii school since lie is not a

delinquent though i a disrupting influence
J. bidifference and ne,fleet of spiritual obligations by parents, and Ow

fact that delinquency flourishes eyen among church youth groups
10, Niolatimis of the law by adults; which lead to lawlessness among

children
_I 1. Too free use of automobiles bv stud(Aits.
Note should be taken of the log-cement of teachers in secondary

schools with persons in research and school administration eon-
cerning.delincitiency aid problems related to it. In fact, fleck stresses
that the only hope of alleviation of the asocial delinquent and the
neurotic is extensive education of young persons in high schools
in child d, velopment, family living. and homemaking even as do the
teachers of Waukegan in their Point 6." Moreover, in their desire for
flexibility in curriculum to meet the needs of slow learners and others
with a variety of ambitions and aptitudes, they reflect the same point
of view as that held 1w Brownell and Conant as well as other edu-
cational leaders.

Discussing this same problem of delinquency and the schools,
Elizabeth Donovan, consultant, State Department of Education in
Georgia, lists major areas for emphasis if the schools arc to meet their
responsibilities:

1. Better understanding of children, their eharacteristics,,growth patterns,
and devehipment 1w teachers

2. Better communication between home and school
3. Improvement of diagnostic skills in determining problems in behavior

and their severity
1. Better and closer working relationships between schools and com-

munity agencies concerned with programs for children and youth
5. Broader curriculum offerings to meet individual interests and needs
6. Pulling together inforirlatiOn on ways of helping boys and girls develop

their own basic values
7. Assumption of responsibility by the schools, churches and other coin=

munitv groups in getting juvenile courts established in counties yl.rlicre they
do not exist and in providing desirable detention centers for children and
youth who must be held in custody.'

Beck, op. cit., p. 64.
Lt.tit.r, March 1 2, 196.
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These presentations by educators working in the schools of the .

United States state in slightly different tears what William C.
Kvaraceus has written of delinquency and the schools in an article,
"Preventing and Treating juvenile Delinquency Some Basic Ap-
proaches,- f.7 and in his book, The Community and the Delinquent.n8
Kvaraceus, in his article, writes that it is becoming possible to spot
delinquency earlier and that referral to proper sources of treatment
and help is a major contribution in prevention. As a close second
to this premise, he insists, as did Beck, Brownell, Robert L. Sutherland
and Donovan, that child study is an essential for teachers if they are
to perform their diagnostic functions successfully and are to assist with
individualized planning for treatment of youngsters with special prob-
lems. He is convinced that no hope exists for the delinquent unless
guidance personnel, psychologists, psychiatrists and psychiatric social
workers are easily accessible to the i,Llividual child through the school
and the community. Treatment, Kvaraceus stresses, must be specifically
designed to meet personal, social and environmental needs of the devi-
ant childand he calls th.N the community aspect of child study.

Corollaries to the above basic principles, Kvaraceus lists as coordina
tion of all community resources for children, money to develop in-
tensive child study and diagnostic programs in schools, and the estab-
lishment of programs of diagnosis and treatment, both by school and
community as a whole, on the basis of proven knowledge which is the
reflection of scientific research.'"

Continuing Education and Delinquency

Harrison Salisbury, in his description of home and community situa-
tions out of which delinquency grows, discusses the inadequate prep-
aration of parents for homemaking and child rearing "13 He states that
thousands of families were moved into housing projects in New York
City without preparation for living in these new kinds of quarters.
Moreover, the families who were in the neighborhood before the ad-
vent of the newcomers were ill prepared to receive and live with the
families moving into public housing.

" C. Kvaraecus. "Preventing and
Some Basic Approaches." The School Review

Treating Juvenile Delinquency
December 195.5. p, 47- 79,

William C. Kvaraccus, The Community and the Delinquent. New York.
World Bank Company, 1954.

'William C. kvaraceus. "Preventing and Treating juvenile Dclingnency
Some Basic Approaches." op. cit., p. 478-79.

r "' Salisbury, op. cii p.
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The Dallas Public Schools in cooperation with the Dallas Housing
Authority and the Home and Family Life Division, Texas State De-
partment of Education, have met these two problems lw an intensive
homemaking education program for adults with many of the centers
for education in the housing projects themselves, At these study centers,
home economics teachers have developed everything from rudimentary
instruction in housekeeping and cleanliness, through child care and
development, to basic nutrition and cooking, sewing and care of
clothing, to family and community interpersonal relations. Work has
been done with family groups, on their own problems as well as with
groups of homemakers. This program has been in operation for nearly
12 years under the direction of NIrs. Ona lledmon, with 10 or lore
teachers of adults on her staff. This is one excellent example ot the
coordination of community resources through school leadership in its
home and family life education division.

Kyaraceus stresses die necessity of bridging the gap between homo
and school in prevention of delinquency, and he indicates parent edn-
cation is of paramount importance. "Parent education" involves not
only study of behavior of children but of the total processes of home-
making and family living. Moreover, parent education of necessity
includes actual participation of parents in the learning processes rather
than simply listening to "guest speakers." "

Robert L. Sutherland writes of education for home living and parent-
hood:

The first specialist to stress mental health in many schools was the person
once called the "parent educator," who now bears the more modern and--
complicated title of "teacher of adults in home and family life education."
This teacher, employed by the public schools, devotes his or her foil time
in organizing discussion groups with parents and, through other educational
methods, helping parents juin with teachers in basing their work with
children upon scientific knowledge of the processes of human growth and
development."

Summary

Little doubt exists, then, that the schools have multiplo roles to play
in prevention of delinquency and in handling delinquents among their
in.-school population. Kyaraceus` listing of the important areas of school

William C. Kvaraeeus. The Community and the Delinquent, p: 2512-59,
"Robert L. Sutherland. "Delinquency and Mental Iiralth." rederar Probation.

March 1957. Reprint, Austin, Texas: The Hogg Foundation for M,
The University of Texas. (Page numbers refer to the reprint.) p.
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life which contribute to the prevention and control of delinquency
%%111 serve as a summary:

School superintendents function in delinquency prevention and control
in two capacitiesin stimulating the interrelationship between the school
and the community and in the overall improvement of the school setting
and program for the education of all childrendeviant and normal alike:

Schools, themselves, through teachers, special school services personnel,
and administrators have to develop competence in evaluating the effective-
ness of the school program in terms of controlling undesirable behavior as
well as in terms of grades and promotions.

Every effort has to be made to select better trained school personnel on
all It'vels from the school custodian through teachers to the top achninisft.a .
tor, who know how to work with children and youth and who are interested
in working with them.

Child study by teachers should be a continuing part of their inservice
education toward effective diagnosis of behavior problems and for referral
either to specialized services within the school or to community agencies
designed for such treatment and care:

An effective guidance programas Conant stressed is an imperative
for prevention and control of delinquency as it is for the maximum in
opportunity for the "gifted" and the average child.

More extensive use of the ease conference is indicated for study and
treatment of individual children with problems- -as demonstrated by the
Philadelphia Case Stmly Committee.

Improving flexible corriculum offerings and teaching methods for all
youth is essential, but it is especially necessary in order to maintain interest
and offer satisfaction to youth of limited experiences and background in
home and neighborhood.

Policies of promotion, grading, discipline, and handling truancy need
to he upgraded to prevent development of intense feelings of defeat and
inferiority with hostility toward the schools on the part of votingsters whose
basic experiences in themselves imply limitation of success in school.

Continuing and expanding cooperation with the home is imperative
through the use of school social workers, through welcoming parents to
the school for conferences and participation, and through home and family
life education programs for parents developed by the schools.

Ow ,ehool has major responsibility in interpreting the role of
schools in delinquency prevention and control to both hoards of education
and to the communities as wholes stressing the need for funds to enrich
the total school program as well as to make possible special flexibility of
curriculum and services for children and youth with special needs.'

n-initsed on Lind paraphric4ell from K.%irrieens, "The Central Hole of the Schools,"
The Community and the Delinquent, Chaptor 10, v. 205=317, See also: \\Tullu urnC. Kvaracens. Delinquent Behavior, Vol.. 1 and 2, Washington, D. C.: National
Education Association, 1959.
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